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Abstract 
Full wave solutions for the problems of microstrip antenna flush-mounted on 
a cylindrical and spherical surface are presented. The formulation of the problem 
involves field components and Green's functions in spectral domain, which 
incorporate the effects of space wave, surface wave inside dielectric substrate as well 
as the field interactions among the feeding structure and the antenna patches 
including parasitic elements. Using the spectral domain Green's functions, the field 
components are derived. By enforcing appropriate boundary conditions on the field 
components, an integral equation is derived by using Vector Legendre series and 
Fourier integral for the spherical microstrip antenna and the cylindrical microstrip 
antenna respectively. Galerkin's procedure is employed to solve the integral equation 
by approximating the surface current of the antenna patch with a set of functions. 
For microstrip antenna on spherical surface the circular disk patch operated 
at its dominant TM^ ^ mode, the annular ring patch operated at TM^^  mode and TM^^  
mode are considered. Results for the input impedance, resonant radiation resistance 
and far zone radiation pattern for a coaxial probe feed excited antenna is obtained. It 
is shown that the effect of the sphere size and dielectric substrate thickness on 
resonant frequency and resonant radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip 
antenna operated at TM^ ^ mode and spherical annular microstrip antenna operated at 
TM 2^ different 
The effects of coplanar parasitic elements on a cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antenna are considered. The parasitic elements are oriented either in 
parallel to the radiating edge(s) and/or nonradiating edge(s) of the coaxial driven 
patch. Bandwidth enhancement is observed for an antenna patch with radiating 
XV 
edge(s) parasitic elements. Far zone radiation pattern is plotted for an antenna patch 
with parasitic elements. On the other hand, E-plane and H-plane mutual couplings for 
cylindrical rectangular are investigated. It is found that the E-plane coupling is 
increased when comparing with rectangular microstrip antenna on planar surface. 
Finally, stripline or microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna is studied. Equivalent principle and reciprocity 
theorem are used to separate the feeding structure and the aperture coupled antenna. 
Approximated method is employed to model the feeding structure. Some numerical 
examples for stripline feed slot antenna, microstrip line feed slot antenna, stripline 
feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna and microstrip line feed aperture coupled 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Brief Review 
Microstrip antenna consists of a thin metallic patch printed on a low loss 
electrical thin 0.01 — 0.02AJ grounded dielectric substrate as depicted in Fig. 1.1 
/ dielectric substrate ^ 
/ ^^^^^^^^^^^ / y 
radicmg pateh^^^^^^^^^^^ / y 
/ '^T f 
I ^ 
ground plane 
Fig. 1.1 A rectangular microstrip antenna with microstrip line edge feed 
The most typical shapes of the patch are rectangle, circle, annular ring and 
triangle, which preserve a symmetry axis. A low relative permittivity substrate is 
always preferred in order to widen the inherent narrow bandwidth of microstrip 
antenna and reduce the surface wave power. 
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The usual feed is a coplanar microstrip line, connected to the edge (Figure 
1.1) or a coaxial line, suitably located inside the patch, in order to achieve a proper 
match to 50Q. 
Microstrip antennas exhibit all the properties inherent to microstrip devices: i. 
they are light weight, small size and low profile so that they can be flush-mounted on 
the host body; ii. they are inexpensive to build by photolithographic techniques; Hi. 
they are compatible with other microstrip based devices even though a high relative 
permittivity substrate is preferred for non-radiating devices. However microstrip 
antennas suffer from i. narrow impedance bandwidth; ii. relative small power 
handling capability; Hi, relative high dielectric loss and conductor loss since the local 
fields are strong for microstrip antenna; iv. surface wave excitation especially for 
antennas printed on electrical thick substrate. 
In the last decade, most of the works in microstrip antenna theory and 
technology were concentrated on antennas on planar surface. However, the problem 
of determining the characteristics of microstrip antenna, which printed on a spherical 
or cylindrical surface are a basic one in many important practical problems. In the 
land mobile satellite system, one propose the use of spherical host body on which 
microstrip patches are arranged so as to extending the receiving coverage [1,2]. In 
addition, the use of microstrip antennas on spherical or cylindrical surface may be of 
particular important in aerospace vehicles, particularly those have portions of their 
body with a spherical or cylindrical shape. In this thesis, some problems for 
microstrip antennas printed on spherical or cylindrical are studied. 
Generally, there are two kinds of analysis to characterize a microstrip 
antenna. The first group starts from initial physical assumptions such as magnetic wall 
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approximation in cavity model theory [3-5], which offers simple and analytical 
formulas, well suited for a physical understanding of phenomena and for future 
antenna CAD. These methods include the above mentioned cavity model theory and 
the transmission line model [6-8]. The second group is based on electromagnetic 
boundary problem, which leads to expression as an integral equation, using proper 
Green's functions, either in the spectral domain [9,10] or directly in the spatial 
domain [11,12], and solved by using numerical methods such as moment methods. 
This approach is adopted throughout the thesis since it is more accurate and can be 
applied to any configurations involving only surface current distribution but the 
choice of test functions and the path of integration appear to be more critical during 
the numerical solution. 
For the conformal microstrip antenna, the input impedance and the 
electromagnetic field radiated by microstrip antennas mounted on a sphere have been 
computed using the first group of method such as generalized transmission line model 
[8,13], the cavity model theory [14] and the cavity model theory with the dyadic 
Green's function formulation [15]. In these literature, assumed fields under the curved 
antenna patch are used to derive either the wall admittances or the equivalent 
currents in order to determine the input impedance and the far zone radiation pattern. 
In Chapter 2, we shall present a rigorous full wave method to investigate the input 
impedance and far zone radiation pattern of a spherical circular microstrip antenna 
and a spherical annular microstrip antenna under a coaxial probe excitation. In 
addition to the above rigorous method a simple but efficient method, electric surface 
current model [16], is extended to calculate the resonant radiation resistance of a 
spherical microstrip antenna. 
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On the other hand, a large amount of effort has gone toward the development 
of creative designs and techniques for improving the bandwidth of a microstrip 
antenna. The most direct method of increasing the bandwidth of a microstrip antenna 
is to use a thick, low relative permittivity substrate [9 17] but it is limited by spurious 
feed radiation, surface wave excitation and feed inductance for coaxial probe feed. 
However, increased bandwidth can be obtained in a variety of ways by using parasitic 
elements to produce a double or even multiple resonances. The parasitic elements 
may be placed on top of the driven patch to form a stacked configuration [18,19] or 
placed in the same plane of the driven patch [20-22]. Bandwidths in excess of 20% 
have been achieved using coplanar parasitic elements [21]. 
Finally, apart from the conventional coaxial probe feed and microstrip line 
edge feed, there are some other kind of feeding structures developed in recent years. 
The electromagnetically coupled microstrip line feed shown in Fig. 1.2a uses a two-
layer substrate with a microstrip line on the lower substrate, terminating in an open 
stub below the patch, which is printed on the upper substrate [23,24]. 
Electromagnetically coupling has the advantage of allowing the patch to exist on a 
relatively thick substrate, for improved bandwidth, while the feed line sees an 
effectively thinner substrate, which reduces spurious radiation and coupling. Another 
type of non-contacting feed is the aperture coupled microstrip antenna (Fig. 1.2b) 
[25,26]. 
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, G PI 
a b 
Fig. 1.2 a. Electromagnetically coupled microstrip line feed 
b. Microstrip line feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
Conformal capability is one of the significant features of microstrip antenna. 
However, characterization of microstrip antenna on curved surface is a very broad 
topic and only certain aspects of the subject are covered in this thesis. The main 
objective of this work is to examine the basic characteristics of microstrip antenna on 
spherical and cylindrical surface. The formulation may then be utilized as a guideline 
for more general curved surface. This work can be divided into four parts: 
1. Input impedance and far zone radiation pattern of a microstrip antenna on 
spherical surface; 
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2. Input impedance of microstrip antenna on cylindrical surface with 
coplanar parasitic elements; 
3. Mutual coupling between microstrip antennas on cylindrical surface; 
4. Aperture coupled microstrip antenna on cylindrical surface. 
There are many methods to analyze an isolated microstrip antenna as 
mentioned in Chapter 1.1. Cavity model theory or transmission line model has been 
shown to be an efficient and accurate model for coaxial probe or microstrip line 
excited microstrip antenna on thin dielectric substrate. However, it is inadequate 
when the configuration includes antenna printed on thick dielectric substrate, multiple 
patches, multiple layers. For the above mentioned structures, a rigorous full wave 
method is required. In this thesis, the full wave spectral domain approach is used in 
which the electromagnetic fields are formulated as an integral equation with spectral 
domain Green's functions and then solved numerically using Galerkin's procedure. 
The spectral domain Green's functions allow space wave radiation, surface wave 
modes, dielectric loss, and coupling to external elements to be included in the model 
In addition to the rigorous method, a simple but efficient electric surface current 
model is extended to calculate the resonant radiation resistance of antenna on 
spherical surface. 
1.3 Organization 
The solution to the spherical microstrip antenna is presented in Chapter 2. By 
using different parameters to the expansion basis functions for the unknown surface 
current, different solutions including spherical circular microstrip antenna excited in 
the TMii mode, spherical annular microstrip antenna excited in the TMqi mode and 
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the TMi2 mode are obtained. The effects of the sphere size, the dielectric substrate 
thickness and the dielectric permitivity on input impedance and far zone radiation 
pattern are studied. Electric surface current model is also used to calculate the 
resonant radiation resistance for spherical circular microstrip antenna and spherical 
annular microstrip antenna approximately. 
In Chapter 3 the fall wave spectral domain method is applied to cylindrical 
microstrip antenna with adjacent patches in either its radiating edges or nonradiating 
edges. The unknown surface currents for the system, in which the antenna is excited 
by a coaxial probe feed and other patches are open circuited, is solved by the moment 
methods (Galerkin's procedure). Based on the results, the self impedance, mutual 
impedance and input impedance of the antennas are derived by using the reaction 
concept in conjunction with reciprocity theorem. Identical patches are used to 
illustrate the effects of the cylinder on the mutual coupling between the antenna and 
on the self impedance for both the E-plane and H-plane configuration. On the other 
hand, different dimension patches are used to show the effects of adjacent patches on 
the impedance bandwidth. Since the phase center of the antenna with coplanar 
parasitic patches is not fixed over its operating bandwidth, the far zone radiation 
patterns are also derived using the asymptotic formula for Hankel functions integral 
to investigate its change within the operating bandwidth. 
Reciprocity theorem and spectral domain Green's functions are employed to 
study the stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna and microstrip line feed 
aperture coupled microstrip antenna on cylindrical surface. A quasi-transverse 
electromagnetic mode is assumed to avoid the modeling of actual current on the feed 
line. This method is also applied to derive the input impedance of a stripline feed slot 
antenna and a microstrip line feed slot antenna. 
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In Chapter 5 the required spectral domain Green's functions for the dielectric 
coated sphere are derived in terms of spherical harmonics. The Green's functions 
include electric fields induced by surface current at the air-dielectric interface. 
In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the spectral domain Green's functions used in 
Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4 are derived. The Fourier integrals are applied to obtain 
the spectral domain Green's function for two cylindrical structures. The former 
structure is a dielectric coated cylinder, the latter structure is a metallic cylinder 
coated with two layers of dielectric substrates and the outer dielectric substrate is 
backed by a ground. Since there is an aperture for the aperture coupled microstrip 
antenna, the spectral domain Green's functions for electric or magnetic field induced 
by electric and magnetic currents are required. 
Conclusions and some recommendations for future work are discussed in 
Chapter 8. Finally, various analytical details and the implementation of special 
functions, Fourier transform and vector Legendre series are given in appendices. 
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Chapter 2 
Spherical Circular and Annular Microstrip Antenna 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with input impedance, resonant radiation resistance and far 
zone radiation pattern of a microstrip patch printed on a dielectric coated sphere. In 
order to fully understand the effects of the curvature of the sphere and the curved 
dielectric substrate on the input impedance of spherical microstrip antenna, a rigorous 
full wave method which incorporates all the boundary conditions on the fields is 
employed. In this chapter, spectral domain Green's function approach is chosen to 
formulate the problem and then solved numerically by using Galerkin's procedure. 
In 2.2, the surface current on the patch is introduced through the boundary 
condition at the air-dielectric interface. Then, the boundary condition on the induced 
surface electric fields of the antenna is enforced so that an equation which involves an 
unknown surface current of the antenna and spectral domain Green's function is 
obtained. It is exact in the sense that both the dielectric substrate and the sphere are 
taken into account rigorously. In addition, the vector Legendre series is employed to 
simplify the problem. The unknown surface current is then solved by using the 
Galerkin's procedure in 2.3. Once the unknown surface current is obtained, the input 
impedance and far zone radiation pattern are determined using the reaction concept 
and approximation formula for Hankel function [16] in Part 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. 
In addition to the rigorous method, a simple single mode approximation approach, 
electric surface current model, is also used to analyze the resonant radiation 
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resistance of the antenna in 2.6. In section 2.7, numerical examples are used to 
compare with some available data and to study the effects of the dielectric substrate 
and the size of the sphere on the input impedance, far zone radiation pattern and 
resonant radiation resistance. The discussions include TM^ mode of spherical 
circular microstrip antenna and the TMol mode and the TM12 mode of spherical 
annular microstrip antenna. The TMol mode is also called wraparound microstrip 
antenna if it is symmetrically printed on 0 = 90 [27]. For the TM12 mode of annular 
ring microstrip antenna, it was shown to be a good radiator if the impedance 
bandwidth is concerned [28,29]. 
2.2 Vector Legendre Series Formulation 
The configuration shown in Fig. 2.1 consists of a perfectly conducting sphere 
of radius a, coated with a dielectric substrate layer of thickness h (i.e. the radius of 
the dielectric coated sphere is b = a + h and constitutive parameters SoSr, The 
external medium is assumed to be free space with parameters |i e . 
The two distinct regions are explicitly defined as 
Region l {a <r<b, 0 <9 < 7 i , - < < } and 
RegionII { 0<e<n,- <(|)< }. 
A microstrip antenna patch is printed on the surface of the dielectric substrate. The 
inner radius and the outer radius of the antenna patch are bQ^  and bd respectively. It 
is fed by a coaxial probe located at .The center position of the antenna is 
defined as 0 = (61 + 02) / 2 (not shown in the diagram). The thickness of the patch is 
negligible, as it is extremely small compared with the operating wavelength. Based on 
the above assumptions, the radiator is replaced by a surface current distribution 
11 
7"(0,(|)) at r=b through the boundary condition at the air-dielectric interface. The 
fields are assumed to vary harmonically as e * and are suppressed. 
I j 
i Q J i y 
I . ‘ • 
• • J 
z' i i 7 
Fig. 2.1 Geometry of a spherical microstrip antenna 
By selecting different values of 01 and 62 for the patch ,the (Independent and 
the 0-dependent of the excited fields the antenna may be regarded as a spherical 
circular microstrip antenna, a spherical annular microstrip antenna or a spherical 
wraparound microstrip antenna. In facts, the spherical wraparound microstrip antenna 
is the TMqi mode of the spherical annular microstrip antenna. 
Since the most useful mode are the broadside TM^ mode of circular 
microstrip antenna, the broadside TM12 mode and the omnidirectional TMqi mode of 
the spherical annular microstrip antenna, the analysis in this chapter is concentrated 
on these modes only. The approximated surface current distribution of the TMii 
12 
mode of spherical circular microstrip antenna, the T Mqi mode and TM12 mode of 
spherical annular microstrip antenna are depicted in Fig. 2.2 
W W W 
a b c 
Fig. 2.2 Surface current distribution of different modes of spherical microstrip 
antenna a. TMn mode of spherical circular microstrip antenna, b. TMqi mode of 
spherical annular microstrip antenna, c. TM12 mode of spherical annular microstrip 
antenna. 
On the surface of an antenna patch, the total electric field is excited by the 
radial directed probe feed current and the surface current of the patch 
r m ) 
where r (0, (|))= J: (6, + (0, (|)). (2.1) 
At the surface of the highly conductive antenna patch, the total tangential electric 
field may be regarded as equal to zero : 
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wx£(e,(|)) = 0 or 
on the patch surface (2.2) 
where £ ( / ) and E ( J ' ) are the electric fields excited //'(r,e,(t)) and … 
respectively and 
£ (e (|)) = §£e(e (e (i)). 
Since both region I and region II are source free, the fields which is excited by 
the antenna patch surface current can be obtained in terms of r-directed transverse 
magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) vector potentials, given by the spherical 
harmonics [30]. 
For region I 
• ’ E = T ) + A+ " ’ 2 .3) 
F/ (r e (^) -0 B- 1) m + B+ ( ‘)(kr)\ 
_ ’ —J L-
For region II 
[ A > ’ M ) ] = — " f ( / :(c se) (2.4) 
F/' (r, 0, $) m= Lzr (n)H:2) (A:/) J 
where k = co^ i^^ i^ and k = co e are the wavenumbers in region I and region 
II respectively. The coefficients A+(w) A ' W , ( ) C^{n) and D+(n) are 
functions of the harmonic order n and the superscript + (or -) designates the positive 
(or negative ) r direction traveling wave. P„'"(cose) is the associated Legendre 
function of the first kind and N„(x) is the spherical Hankel function (Schelkunoff 
type) [31]. 
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The electric and magnetic fields can then be expressed in terms of these two 
potential functions using [30] 
e’$)= f + r (2.5) 
ycoe. ydr 
2.7) 
= + (2.8) 
= I I and (2.9) 
rsinG 3(|) 0)|ir drdG 
_ = (2.10) 
where k- =A:, e^  = e^e, for region I and <=/: e^  = e for region II. 
Making use of equation (2.3) and (2.4) in (2.5) to (2.10) one can express the 
field components more explicitly. 
In region I’ 
i i [J^^^^Ia- {kr) + m]P (cos 0)1, 
(2.11) 
Ei (r = { - ^ [ 5 - 1) (kr) + B+ )(kr)]p (cos 0) 




m=0«=m l/L C^y 




H i = 0 [b-(n) ) m + 5+ ){kr)]P (cos0) ^ 
m=0 n=m [J^l^o^ -
(2.14) 
Hi (r e = X J 0 r) m + f ) (kr)Y (COS e) 
m=0 n=m I T Sill D 
and 
’ + r (n) )’ 
M v L dd 
(2.15) 
m=0 n=m ‘ 
(2.16) 
In region II 
> _ = ! ! " ;2)( p;«(cose) (2.17) 
m=0 n=m J^^o^ , 
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(r e (^ ) f f e J I ^ ^ D ^ ( n ) 2)( : (cos0) 2.20) 
K (n e.(i>) = t t ) a , r )p (cos e) 
m=On=m I Sill W 
and (2.21) 
m=o„=m r (2.22) 
+ (/:,r)C(cose)> . 
O)|i/sin0 
The relation between the Hankel functions and its second derivative has been used to 
derive the axial field components. The relation is 
>,( "("+( ( ( ) • (2.23) 
Since the harmonics for the azimuth function of the fields are 
orthogonal to each other, we need only to look at each of them independently, we 
define the Fourier coefficients as 
1 2n 
= — £ J r e $ ) P _ # (2.24) 
2.n 0 
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where a denotes r - , 0 - or component. Multiplying the field components in 
equation (2.2) by performing Fourier integration, equation (2.2) becomes 
“ ) + “ =0 . (2.25) 
Similarly, the double summations in equation (2.11) to (2.22) are reduced to a single 
summation over n when the Fourier integration is performed. 
2.3 Galerkin,s Procedure 
Equation (2.25) involves the unknown surface current contributed by the m 
mode of the antenna. The unknown surface current is found by applying the 
Galerkin's procedure and the vector Legendre series. 
Following the usual procedure of Galerkin's procedure, the m mode of the 
unknown surface current 7'(6,(|)) is expanded in a set of basis function 
. : , ' (2.26) 
where cos(m(t))/e ( e ) and sin(m(t))/ (0) are the 0 and $ components of the "basis 
function respectively and // is their unknown coefficient Then, substitute the 
expanded surface current into equation (2.25) and then multiply the resulting 
equation with the conjugate of the same set of basis function and integrates over the 
surface of the antenna patch leads to a matrix equation to be solved for the unknown 
II 
[Z][I] = [V] (2.27) 
where [Z] is known as the impedance matrix with elements 
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Z - U c o s ( _ ) / e *(e)£,e(7/) + sin(_)/;*(e)£_(7/)]^3[y 2.28) 
[V] is the voltage vector with elements 
V . = J,[cos(m(t))/e + C/rO] 2.29) 
designates complex conjugate and s is the antenna patch surface. 
The space domain integral for Z,) can be transformed into a spectral domain 
summation using Parserval's theorem [32], we get 
z,^  = - r fIcos^ (7 (6)) 
JO vO L 
+ Sin2 ( m m , (7; (e) 2 sin MQd^ 
= - 2 r k * (J (e))+Jli (J (e))] sin ede 
^U L 
= i [J (n)S(n. ( / (n)) + / (n)S(n. (J )] 
= X [S{n, {n)G,, (n) + / («)J (n)} 
n=m 
(2.30) 
where G„p(w) is the spectral domain Green's function for a a-directed electric field 
induced by a P-directed electric current dipole. The functions E and J are the 
electric field and surface current in spectral domain respectively. S(n,m) is defined in 
equation 6 of appendix A. 
For Vi, modified reciprocity theorem is applied [30,33] (also see Appendix C) 
= - J ]cos (m$)C (JL )Jr {r) + sin(m(^)C (^ Vr ir)]dv . (2.31) 
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It can be shown that the azimuth component of the surface current does not 
induce the axial electric field which is given as 
‘ ( M ) = 1 ( )+ (cos e ” 
fm {mo^r 
= ( ) « 
n=m ^ "3 ) 
(2.32) 
where the function HgW is defined in equation 33 of Chapter 5. On the other hand, 
the probe feed at (0^ ) with terminal current I can be modeled by 
a<r<b (2.33) 
r sin0 
It is based on the assumption that the dielectric substrate is relatively thin. To account 
for the probe self inductance, an empirical formula for the series inductance may be 
added to the input impedance [34]. Therefore, the elements of the voltage vector 
become 
< f —> r smQdrd^dQ 
r sinG 
• 
n=m "3 ( a ^ 
« - - — r ^ 1 cos(m(|)p)2^ * 3 ~ ( c o s e )Gee /ei 
ka^ \ a ) .t H3 (b) 
(2.34) 
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where the last line of equation (2.34) follows as an approximation in the case of a 
thin substrate. 
Once the impedance matrix elements and the voltage vector elements are 
determined, the unknown column matrix [/] can be found by matrix inversion. 
Finally, the surface current can be computed using equation (2.26). 
2.4 Input Impedance 
After finding the unknown surface current, the input impedance for the m 
mode is calculated by using the reaction formula [35]. 
7 m £v 
in J2 
= (2.35) 
‘ t = i 
1 N 
1=1 
where I is the terminal current of the source. The total input impedance contributed 
by all the modes is 
lin = I K (2.36) 
m=0 
2.5 Far Zone Radiation Pattern 
The far zone radiation pattern refers to the electric field in region II when the 
observation point is significantly removed from the source. The electric field in region 
n can be obtained by taking the inverse vector Legendre series of the spectral domain 
electric field in region II [16], 
21 
H (r) 0 -




Hi(r) = ( 2.38) 
E (n)= (2.39) 
‘ a / f (cose) -7mC(cose)-
- d e )= a c t c o s e ) • _ 
. s i n e 30 . 
By letting the observation point to infinity, the Hankel function of the second 
kind becomes an oscillating function 
1 " (2.41) 
= V " 
and H (r) = 7 (2.42) 
Making use of equations (2.41) and (2.42) to (2.37) get the far zone radiation 
pattern of a spherical microstrip antenna 
, [ 0 ] 
F > e c ^ ) = ^ ^ j E ( " , m e ) r H i W . (2.43) 
f n=m 0 - ~ 
L — 
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2.6 Radiation Resistance using Electric Surface Current Model 
In this section, a simple single mode approximation method, electric surface 
current model, is employed to determine the resonant radiation resistance of a 
spherical microstrip antenna. In this approach, the radiated power and the feed point 
voltage are derived using single mode approximation with the spectral domain 
Green's function formulation and the cavity model theory respectively. 
The radiation resistance for a microstrip antenna fed by a coaxial probe feed 
at is given by 
2 (2.44) 
m p j 
where and are the feed point voltage and input power of the antenna 
respectively. 
Based on the assumptions used in cavity model theory [3], the radial 
component of electric field excited at TMmn inside the dielectric substrate is given 
by 
E , ( r e = : v ( V + 1 ) 
m o ^ / (2 .45 ) 
• 'p (COS0,) + Ka (cose^)][l(kr) + K^t(kr). 
Since there are electric walls at r = fl and b and magnetic wall at 6 = and 02, 
the tangential electric field E^ir = a,b and the surface current density J^id = 61,62) 
are zero so that we have 
= 2.46) 
J m = -K,Y m 2.47) 
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• o s e ) and (2.48) 
e=e, 9=01 
9C(cose) ^ a g (COS 8)1 (2 49) 
ae e=a. 1 ae L : . • 
Hence, the radial component of electric field becomes 
. ^ J 
(2.50) 
and then the feed point voltage is approximated as 
V = E,h 
(v + l)./t [ p . . . C ' ( cos9 , ) 1 (2.51) 
Finally, the resonant frequency is 
f= km (2.52) 
where satisfies 
. ( k b) - 1 ' (k t ( M = 0 (2.53) 
and V is the rfi^ root of the transcendental equation 
/ f (cose2)!2r (cosei) - / T (cose i )er (008 02) = 0. (2.54) 
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In equation (2.45) to (2.54), and % are spherical Bessel functions of the 
first and the second kind, respectively, and of order v. P : and Q^ are associated 
Legendre functions of the first and the second kind, respectively, and of order v and 
degree m. c is the velocity of electromagnetic wave in free space. 
On the other hand, the complex input power for an antenna is given by [30] 
P =-UETds (2.55) 
2 
where the integration is performed over the antenna patch surface. The input power 
can be expressed in terms of spectral domain electric fields and current as follow: 
= f X ( 
= (cos2 m £3(e)/:(e)+sin2 _ £ “ e ) / ; ( e ) ) s i n e ^ / _ 
O JO v6i 
2 2 (2.56) 
= (9)/ (e)+E, (e) / ; (e)) sin e^e 
2 n=m 
where "+" designates complex conjugate transpose of the vector. In the last line of 
equation (2.56), Parseval's theorem for the vector Legendre series is used. 
2.7 Numerical Examples 
Calculation of input impedance, resonant radiation resistance and far zone 
radiation pattern are presented in section 2.7.1 2.7.2 and 2.7.3 respectively. Current 
distribution derived from cavity model theory is used as the basis function for the 
antenna since it is closely resemble the true current distribution especially for thin 
dielectric substrate. The derivation of the surface current is summarized in appendix 
B. 
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2.7.1 Input Impedance 
The examples for input impedance include the spherical circular microstrip 
antenna excited at TMn mode and the spherical annular microstrip antenna excited 
at T M I 2 mode. In equation (2.30) and (2.34), the infinite summations are truncated 
at n=300 for most cases and three basis functions are used to expand the unknown 
surface current. 
Example 1: Input Impedance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for different size 
of sphere 
The dimensions are a=3cm, 5cm or 10cm ^62=1.880111, Z?0^=O.94cm, 
£,=2.47 /z=1.6mm. The simulated results are compared with the measured data for a 
circular microstrip antenna printed on a planar surface [36] as shown in Fig. 2.3. It is 
seen that the resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth increase as the radius of 
curvature decreases. The change of resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth 
may be explained by the reduction of cavity size and the increase of average 
separation between the patch and the ground respectively. The resonant input 
resistance decreases as the radius of curvature decreases. This behaviour is similar to 
that obtained in [8 32]. 
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250 i = = n 
a=s5cw 
a=5cm 
200 i \ a=10cm 
-• I . f ' \ \ J en A :• • ' \ I \ planar, measured [36] 
IJU V I '. I I / \ .. ... o 
Vj - i f. \ / \ planar, calculated 136 
^ / , 11/ •  w \ _ _ 
1100 • //IW!^ 
I" - / iAy:\jy\\ \ \ 
O . 
• [ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . ^ 
2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 2.3 Input impedance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for different size of 
sphere: Z?e2=1.88cm, 0.94cm e 2.47 /z=L6mm. 
Examples 2: Input impedance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for different 
size of sphere 
The dimensions are a=3cm or a=5cm, bdi=3cm, 82/61 =2.0 ^6^=3.4cm, 
e 2.2 /i=1.59mm. From the results as shown in Fig. 2.4 the effect of the sphere 
curvature on the resonant frequency is similar to that of a spherical circular microstrip 
antenna. However, the resonant resistance of a spherical annular microstrip antenna 
decreases slightly when the size of the sphere is increased. This different behaviour is 
similar to that obtained in [5,37] for cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna and 
cylindrical circular microstrip antenna respectively. In [5], the resonant resistance 
increases slightly for TMi mode and decreases slightly for the TMoi mode when the 
curvature of the cylinder is increased. Based on those observations, it may concluded 
that if the surface current of the dominant mode flowing along the curvature of the 
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host such as a cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna operated at TM^j mode or a 
spherical annular microstrip antenna operated at TM12 the resonant resistance will 
decreases as the radius of the host is increased. The measured results for an annular 
ring microstrip antenna printed on planar surface are taken from reference [38]. 
80 —I 
a=3cm 
a =5 cm 
Resistance ^^ 
60 , / \ planar, measured [38] 
/ • •‘ \ / \ - ” - -
i if •• \ I \ planar, calculated [38] 
j I \ / \ 
r / \ A \ 
I - / z r / < 7 \ \ 
1 2 0 \ / y \ \ 
-K: \ \ nx 
\\ / Reactance \ \ ^ ^ ^ 
•2 … , V J 
40 i——‘——1——‘——i——‘——5——‘——•:——‘ 
JJO 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 2.4 Input impedance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for different size 
of sphere: = 2.0 3.4cm e,=2.2, /i= 1.59mm. 
Examples 3: Input impedance of spherical circular microstrip antenna with different 
dielectric substrate thickness 
The dimensions are a=5cm, Z?02=1.88cm, Z?e^=0.94cm, e 2.47 /i=0.8mm 
1.6mm or 3.2mm. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.5. 
Examples 4: Input impedance of spherical annular microstrip antenna with different 
dielectric substrate thickness 
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The dimensions are a=5cm, bQ^=3cm, 82/61=2.0, 3.4cm e 2.2’ 
/j=0.795mm, 1.59mm or 3.18mm. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.6. 
The effect of dielectric thickness on the resonant frequency for both spherical 
annular microstrip antenna and spherical circular microstrip antenna is similar to 
those obtained for microstrip antenna on planar surface. The decrease of resonant 
frequency for thicker dielectric substrate may be explained as the increase of effective 
length of the patch. However, the behaviour of resonant resistance for spherical 
annular microstrip antenna and spherical circular microstrip antenna is opposite. In 
addition, there is discrepancy between the present results and those obtained using 
GTLM [8]. In [8], the effect of the host as well as the dielectric substrate may not be 
correctly incorporated since many empirical formulas are modified from those used 
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Fig. 2.5 Input impedance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for different 
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Fig. 2.6 Input impedance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for different 
dielectric thickness: a=5cm, e /G! = 2.0 Z?0^=3.4cm, e,=2.2. 
2.7.2 Resonant Radiation Resistance 
The numerical examples for resonant radiation resistance against feed postion 
include the spherical circular microstrip antenna excited at TM^ mode and the 
spherical annular microstrip antenna excited at TM12 mode and TMol mode 
(wraparound antenna). The summation in equation (2.56) converges very fast so that 
only 30 terms are used in most cases. From equations (2.44), (2.51) and (2.56), it is 
noted that only the axial electric field depends on feed position. In facts, the radiation 
resistance is directly proportional to the square of the strength of axial electric field. 
Examples 1: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip antenna 
using the generalized transmission line model and the electric surface current model. 
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The dimensions are a=10cm, Z?02=1.88cm, e = 2 A l , h=l,6mm. The results 
calculated using generalized transmission line model for the same configuration is 
also plotted in Fig .2.7 for comparison. There is good agreement between those 
results except that the feed point is located near the edge of the antenna patch. The 
radiation resistance vanishes at 6^=0 because there is no axial electric field 
contributed by TMn mode at this position. On the other hand, the axial electric field 
is maximum at the edges. 
500 — 
. ESCM I 
i : X 
•aioo - / j / 
I 200 - / 
/ 
100 - y 
Q ^ I . I . 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
9p/9o 
Fig. 2.7 Radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip antenna using the 
generalized transmission line model (GTLM) and the electric surface current model 
(ESCM): a=10cm, 62=1.88011 e,=2.47, /z=1.6mm. 
Examples 2: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different radius of sphere. 
The dimensions are fl=3cm, 5cm, 10cm or 20cm, Z?02=1.88cm, E^=2.47, 
/i=1.6mm. The results are shown in Fig. 2.8. The resonant radiation resistance 
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decreases slightly for increasing curvature of the sphere. This results are consistent 
with the more rigorous method used to calculating the input impedance in 2.7.1. 
However, the resonant radiation resistance at the edge computed using generalized 
transmission line model for a = 10cm is approximately equal to 425Q which is even 
greater than the resonant radiation resistance for a = 20cm using the present method. 
500 — 
_ a = 3 cm 
a = 5cm ^ " 
400 - Z . " 
CS _ a = 10cm , • '' 
‘ • • • 
^ - Z , -
S - a = 20cm ' S / . 
I : / ^ 
xy 
Q I . I I 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 
0 02 04 0.6 0.8 1 Qp/Qo 
Fig. 2.8 Radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for different 
size of sphere: Z?e2=1.88cm, 6^=2.47, /z=1.6mm. 
Examples 3: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric substrate. 
The dimensions are 10cm ^02=1.88cm, e,=2.47 or 9.8 /i=0.8mm, 1.6mm or 
3.2mm. The resonant radiation resistance agree with those obtained in 2.7.1. In 
addition, the influence of the curvature of sphere on resonant radiation resistance is 
more significant for higher relative dielectric substrate. 
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Fig. 2.9 Radiation resistance of spherical circular microstrip antenna for different 
dielectric thickness and dielectric constant: fl=10cm Z?02=1.88cm. 
Examples 4: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different radius of sphere. 
The dimensions are a/X=035, 0.5 or 1.0 Z?0i=2cm, 62/61 = 2.0 e,=2.32, 
/i=1.59mm. The different behaviour of radiation resistance between spherical circular 
microstrip antenna and spherical annular microstrip antenna for different size of 
sphere is clearly shown in Example 2 and Example 4. The effect on the resonant 
radiation resistance is even greater near the edges of the annular ring. At 
fl / =0.35 the outer angle of the ring 62 is greater than 90° so that the resistance 
near the outer edge is only slightly smaller than the resistance near the inner edge. In 
addition, the width of the ring is approximately equal to half wavelength so that there 
is a zero near the center of the patch. 
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Fig. 2.10 Radiation resistance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for different 
size of sphere: 8i=2cm e /^i = 2.0 e,=2.32, /i=L59mm. 
Examples 5: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric substrate. 
Contrary to the spherical circular microstrip antenna, the resonant radiation 
resistance of a spherical annular microstrip antenna is increased when a lower relative 
dielectric permittivity substrate is used. The dimensions are a / o=1.0 bQ^=2cm, 
02/01=2.0, e 1.06 or 2.32 /j=0.794mm, 1.588mm or 3.175mm. 
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Fig. 2.11 Radiation resistance of spherical annular microstrip antenna for different 
dielectric thickness and dielectric constant: 6i=2cm’ 62/61 =2.0. 
Examples 6: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical wraparound microstrip 
antenna for different size of sphere. 
The dimensions are a/X=03, 0.6 or 1.0 -ei)=2cm, e,=2.32, 
/i=L59mm. From the results, we know that the effect of sphere on resonant radiation 
resistance of spherical wraparound microstrip antnena is very significant 
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Of 0.3 
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Fig. 2.12 Radiation resistance of spherical wraparound microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere: -0i)=2cm, e 2.32 "=1.59mm. 
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Examples 7: Resonant radiation resistance of spherical wraparound microstrip 
antenna for different dielectric substrate. 
The dimensions are a / X = O A (82-ei)=2cm e 1.06 and 2.32, 
/i=0.794mm, 1.59mm or 3.175mm. From the results of Example 6 and 7’ we know 
that the effects of the size of the sphere and the dielectric substrate on the resonant 
radiation resistance of a spherical wraparound microstrip antenna are similar to that 
for spherical annular microstrip antenna operated at TM^^  mode because the currents 
for both TM12 mode and T M Q I mode are flowing along the curvature of the sphere. 
50 
h = 3 . i 7 5 O T w " ~ L ^ ^ m j ^ 
40 “1^ I I ^ /::::. 
•g JO - \ \ \ / / / 
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Fig. 2.13 Radiation resistance of spherical wraparound microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric thickness and dielectric constant: a/X^=0,6, ^(62 -0i)=2cm. 
2.7.3 Far Zone Radiation Pattern 
The examples for far zone radiation pattern include the spherical circular 
microstrip antenna excited at TM^ mode and the spherical annular microstrip 
antenna excited at TM12 mode. 
Examples 8: Far zone radiation pattern of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere. 
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The dimensions are a=3cm, 5cm or 10cm Z?e2=1.88cm, Z?0^=O.94cm, 
£,=2.47 /i=1.6mm. Generally, the backlobe level is increased for greater curvature of 
sphere. 
o 
^ ^ ^ m ^ a = 10cm 
Fig. 2.14 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere in X-Z plane: (|) = 0°, &e2=1.88cm, 0.94cm e,=2.47, 
/i=1.6mm. 
Cn 
^ ^ -150^  --- a.iocm 
^ ^ ^ 180 
Fig. 2.15 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere in Y-Z plane: (|) = 90^^762=1.88cm, 0.94cm e,=2.47, 
/i=1.6mm. 
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Examples 9: Far zone radiation pattern of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere. 
The dimensions are a=3cm, 5cm or 10cm 6i=3cm 02/61 =2.0, 
3.4cm e 2.2 /i=L59mm. For fl=3cm, the center of antenna patch is nearly 
equal to 90° so that the backlobe level at 9 = 180 is comparable with the level at 
e = 0° especially in Y-Z plane. 
0 
W M ___ a-10cm 
^ ^ 180 
iiiffl^ 
Fig. 2.16 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere in X-Z plane: (|) = 0 ei=3cm 02/01 =2.0 G 3.4cm 
e 2.2 /i= 1.59mm. 
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ft M -150^ --'^SO a. 10cm 
M 18 
^^Uliiilllf^ 
Fig. 2.17 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different size of sphere in Y-Z plane: (|) = 90 ei=3cm’ 02 /e ! == 2.0 Z?0^=3.4cm, 
e 2.2 /z=1.59mm. 
Examples 10: Far zone radiation pattern of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric substrate thickness. 
The dimensions are a=5cm, ^02=1.88cm, 0.94cm e 2.47 and 
/i=0.8mm, 1.6mm or 3.2mm. It is observed from example 10 and example 11 that the 
far zone radiation pattern is not sensitive to the dielectric thickness. 
t 
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M \ y ……h = 1.60mm 
m M h -150^ h = 3.20mm 
V J 18 
"^^ ^UliiiiiUiiP^  
Fig. 2.18 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric thickness in X-Z plane: $ = 0°, a=5cm, ^02=1.88cm, 
Z?e^=0.94cm, e,=2.47. 
r\ " " 
w \ V .…h = 1.6mm 
m h -150^ ^ 5 0 h = 32mm 
18 
Fig. 2.19 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical circular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric thickness in Y-Z plane: (|) = 90°, a=5cm, ^02=1.88cm, 
fte^=0.94cm, e 2.47. 
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Examples 11: Far zone radiation pattern of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric substrate thickness. 
The dimensions are a=5cm, i=3cm 92/01=2.0, 8 3.4cm e,=2.2 
/i=0.795mm, 1.590mm or 3.18mm. 
Q m 
^^^^ <50^  1^50 h-3_20mm 
Fig. 2,20 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric thickness in X-Z plane: (|) = 0°, fl=5cm Z?0i=3cm, 02/^i =2.0, 
Z7e^=3.4cm, e 2.2. 
m h ' \ y ~ ‘ 
^ ^ J ^ NV Jy/ h = 1.590mm 
h,3.ie0mm 
Fig. 2.21 Far zone radiation pattern of spherical annular microstrip antenna for 
different dielectric thickness in Y-Z plane: (|) = 90 a=5cm, ei=3cm 62/61 =2.0, 
bdp=3Acm, e 2.2. 
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2.8 Summary 
A rigorous formulation has been developed for the analysis of probe feed 
spherical microstrip antenna. Both the spherical circular microstrip antenna operated 
at TMii mode and spherical annular microstrip antenna operated in TM^j mode and 
TMqi mode (wraparound antenna) are discussed. The current distribution on the 
patch is rigorously formulated using the spectral domain Green's function approach 
where the effect of the dielectric substrate as well as the curvature of the sphere are 
incorporated. The present analysis is valid for both thin and relatively thick dielctric 
substrate. For thin dielectric substrate, a simple but efficient electric surface current 
model was developed to calculate the resonant radiation resistance. 
Numerical results for input impedance, resonant radiation resistance and far 
zone radiation pattern are presented. The results show that the curvature of the 
sphere and dielectric substrate exert a strong effect on the resonant frequency, the 
radiation resistance and the far zone radiation pattern except that the far zone 
radiation pattern is not significantly affected by the dielectric substrate thickness. 
It is important to note that there is no experimental data available for 
spherical microstrip antenna. However, the use of spectral domain Green's function 
and the Galerkin's procedure for the solution of the problem are very helpful for the 
conviction that the obtained results are very reliable. Besides, the input impedance 
characteristic is very close to the corresponding antenna printed on planar surface 
when the sphere size is large. 
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Chapter 3 
Cylindrical Rectangular Microstrip Antenna with Coplanar 
Elements 
3.1 Introduction 
The effect of the adjacent patches on the characteristics of a microstrip 
antenna has become an important consideration in either the design of microstrip 
antenna array [39,40] or the improvement of impedance bandwidth [18-22]. In [19] 
a parasitic element is placed on top of a coaxial probe feed patch. On the other hand, 
coplanar parasitic elements are used in [20,21]. However, most of the researchers are 
concentrated on antennas printed on planar surface. 
For the above mentioned structures, the development of accurate design 
procedure requires a rigorous full wave method since the interactions between the 
patches involve not only space waves but also the surface waves, which are difficult 
to incorporate in those reduce analysis such as transmission line model [6-8] or cavity 
model theory [3-5]. Besides, in some applications such as mounting a microstrip 
antenna on the surface of a missile, it is advantageous to reduce the air resistance by 
not increase the thickness of the antenna structure. Under that condition, coplanar 
parasitic elements may be used instead of stacked parasitic elements. 
In this chapter, a full wave spectral domain approach is used to study the 
mutual impedance between adjacent antenna elements and the effect of coplanar 
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parasitic elements on the input impedance and radiation pattern of a microstrip 
antenna printed on cylindrical surface. 
The full wave approach is based on solving of an integral equation, which is 
formulated rigorously in 3.2. The integral equation involves the convoluting of the 
unknown patch currents and the probe feed current with the appropriate spectral 
domain Green's functions. The unknown surface currents on the patches are 
introduced through the boundary conditions. The spectral domain Green's functions 
are taken into account the effects of the dielectric substrate as well as the cylinder 
rigorously so that the coupling between patches through both space waves and 
surface waves can be determined accurately. The unknowns of the integral equation 
are determined by using the Galerkin's procedure. Once the unknown surface currents 
are determined, the impedances including input impedance, mutual impedance and 
self impedance can be obtained with the assumed idealized probe feed current. In 3.3 
the input impedance of an antenna with coplanar parasitic elements is derived using 
the reaction theorem. In addition, an asymptotic method is used to calculate the far 
zone radiation pattern in 3.4. Finally, mutual impedance and mutual coupling 
coefficient between antennas are derived in 3.5. e) time dependence is assumed and 
suppressed throughout this chapter. 
In section 3.6 some numerical examples are used to demonstrate the effect of 
adjacent elements on the performance of a cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna. 
The effects on input impedance characteristic by using coplanar parasitic elements are 
studied in section 3.6.1. Numerical results for mutual coupling between cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna are treated in 3.6.2. The results include both the E-
plane and the H-plane configuration. 
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3.2 Integral Equation Formulation 
It is well known that the mutual impedance between electrical dipoles can be 
expressed as [35,41] 
^21 EJidv (3.1) 
JJl 
with the aid of the reciprocity theorem where E^ ^ is the incident electric field at 
dipole 2 due to isolated dipole 1 and is the current at the terminal of dipole 2 as 
shown in Fig. 3.1. 
• • • • 
J 
l \ / R 
R 
H 
Dipole 2 is removed 
Dipole 1 is excited 
Fig. 3.1 Two dipoles in free space 
For the calculation of mutual impedance between coaxial probe feed 
microstrip antennas, the coaxial probes are regarded as two dipole sources and the 
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is the incident electric field at the coaxial probe feed 2 due to isolated coaxial probe 
feed 1 with parasitic elements, ground and dielectric substrate as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
J Z y / 
y / 'ybipok t {Tiimo^d)^ 
^^^ 7/ 
Dipok 1 X Z 
Fig. 3.2 Two coaxial probe feed microstrip antennas 
On the other hand, the electric field excited by a coaxial probe feed is required 
to calculate the input impedance of a microstrip antenna with coplanar parasitic 
elements. However, the configuration is identical to that used to find the mutual 
impedance. 
Consider a dielectric coated cylinder with conductor patches on its surface as 
shown in Fig. 3.3. The radii of the cylinder with and without dielectric substate are 
Rd and R respectively (R^ and R^ are used in order to match with the notations 
defined in next chapter and R^-Rc The dielectric coated cylinder is assumed to 
extended infinity in the z-direction and the constitution parameters of the dielectric 
are The dimensions of the i patch, center position and probe feed 
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position are £/ Wf^  ( " 2„) and ( z") respectively. The separations between the 
patches are S.. 
.1... .. Dielectric Substrate ^ ^ 
i J 
Ce . — • — \ Q / 
^^^^ HititiilP ^ 
• An enna Patch H 5 
, : ::: 
7 ’ / / D 
Fig. 3.3 Geometry of rectangular patches on a dielectric coated cylinder 
For the above configuration, when the mutual coupling between two antenna 
elements is considered, the antennas are assumed to be excited by coaxial probes. On 
the other hand, only one element is excited by coaxial probe and the others are 
excited by the way of electromagnetic coupling from the driven antenna when the 
input impedance of a microstrip antenna with parasitic elements is considered. 
However, either the determination of mutual impedance or the determination of input 
impedance of an antenna with parasitic elements, we have to solve the unknown 
surface current of the patches excited by a coaxial probe. Now, the problem of a 
single coaxial probe with five parasitic elements will be considered. 
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On the surface of the patches, the total tangential electric field must satisfies 
the boundary condition for a perfect conductor so that we have 
nxE=0. (3.2) 
The total tangential electric field is excited by the coaxial probe itself and the 
induced surface current of the patches. Therefore, equation (3.2) can be written as 
= 0 /=1 2’...5 (3.3) 
where £( (7;) and (7 , ) are the tangential electric field on patch i due to the 
unknown surface current on patch J and the coaxial probe current J,' 
respectively and 
)((^  z)= ( z) + zEf ((|) z) . (3.4) 
In equation (3.3) the field in spatial domain induced by the currents can be expressed 
as an integral involving the field in spectral domain. The transform pair is 
= y a n d (3.5) 
Ott ^^J-oo 
E (J = £ (r ) ( • dz . (3.6) 
271 Jo 
The integral equation (3.3) will be reduced to a matrix equation by the way of 
Galerkin's procedure. The unknown surface currents are expanded in a set of basis 
function with unknown coefficients as shown 
= (3.7) 
n=l 
where the entire domain functions 
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for _ 
W) Lj I 
and - / 2 / ? , < ( | ) < + W /2/?, 
are employed and then equation (3.3) becomes 
i l V ^ (7 )+ = 0 . (3.9) 
y=i rt=i 
Now, there are unknown coefficients in equation (3.9) the unknown 
1=1 
coefficients are found by multiplying equation (3.9) with the same set of current basis 
and then integrating over the corresponding antenna surface. We get 
• 1 2 5 
( ) + ( = for :2::::Ni ( 
=1 n=l 
for 
where the symbol < , is defined as 
< / ” / 2 > L / 1 . / 2 3 . 1 1 ) 
and 5, is the surface of the f patch. Equation (3.10) can be expressed as a matrix 
form as below: 
[V] = [Z][I] or .12) 
• K ] ] [Zn] [Z12] [Zi3] [Zi4] [ Z i 5 ] p ] -
[V2] [Z21] [Z22] [Z23] [Z24] [Z25] [h ] 
[ =[Z31] [Z32] M [Z34] [Z35] [^ 3] (3. 
L J “ 
[Vl] [Z4J [Z42] [Z43] [Z44] [Z45] [,4] 
L J 
[[Zs^] [Z52] [Z53] [Z54] M l i h l 
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where the elements of the voltage column sub-matrices are 
= f E^an-JLd^ (3-14) 
= . E a ^ j . j f d v . 
The last line of equation (3.14) is derived by using the reciprocity theorem [33] and 
v is the volume of the coaxial probe 1 . The volume integral in equation (3.14) can 
be transformed to an infinite summation and an infinite integral as follow: 
K=j EiJD'l'dv 
f f j - ^ i f (P " : ( " z , 
jp=/?, J<MV [271 
-5((|) - )5(z - z i^ 
t r { r " z 
(3.15) 
where G ^ f ^ i s the spectral domain Green's function for a p-directed electric 
field induced by a z-directed electric current dipole and J I M A ) is the surface 
current expansion basis in spectral domain. 




= - J i f a B / \ n k y j ; M I O e dkz 
J^i [2n i ^ J -
2 IT J hi 
=-Rd i [ ( K )J]n ( K )JL (- -K )dK 
(3.16) 
where is the spectral domain Green's function for a z-directed electric 
field induced by a z-directed electric current dipole. 
The dimensions of the sub-matrices [V^ l and f z . - l are IxN. and N^xNj 
Li J L ^ m 
respectively. By matrix inversion of equation (3.13) the unknown surface currents 
can be obtained. 
3.3 Input Impedance with Coplanar Parasitic Elements 
The input impedance of the antenna 1 reference to its feed location is 




Lin - T~2 
hn 
y=l n=\ 
= i / l X AhnVL ^h^nVl AhnVl ‘ 
‘ n=\ n=l n=l n=l n=l , 
= - [v7 [ / ] 
(3.17) 
where is the terminal current of the antenna. 
3.4 Far Zone Radiation Pattern 
The fields in the regions of p > / ^ can be written in terms of the surface 
current on the patches and the appropriate Green's functions in spectral domain, i.e. 
(p M = ^ | j : t e r ( p " > 3 i 8 ) 
(p, n, K )J in, K ] - z . 
In equation (3.18) the radiation from the coaxial probe is neglected because the 
radiation from the coaxial probe is very small unless very thick dielectric substrate is 
considered. The integral in equation (3.18) can be evaluated if only far field radiation 
pattern is concerned using the asymptotic formula derived by the method of steepest 
decent [30]: 
F ( K Z ) H ( ? ( K P P)E—J'Z'DKZ ~ R ' F I K , COS0) (3.19) 
« —oo “ f* 
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for r-»oo where //f)(itp p) is the Hankel function of the second kind and 
The equation (3.19) holds as long as the observation direction is not parallel to the 
cylinder axis, i.e., Making use of the asymptotic formula and keeping only 
the terms that go like 1/r we get for the far zone radiation field: 
g(p = sine t r e nn’kz =k,cosQ) 
n r 
(3.20) 
1.2 - 2 Q -^yV ~ 
+z ‘ - Y ej"^E(n’kz = it cose) 
Ticoe, r 
where the functions and are given in equations (6.62) and (6.63) of 
Chapter 6. In spherical coordinates, we have 
sinU 
Finally, the far field radiation pattern in spherical coordinates are 
= — sine X y V^ECn,/:, = k, cos9) and (3.22) 
TZt* oo 
£ “ r e ) = K — s i n e w y = K cos 6). (3.23) 
TT oo 
3.5 Mutual Coupling between Antennas 
The mutual impedance between microstrip antennas can be derived using 
reciprocity theorem. Consider two cases of the configuration as shown in Fig. 3.3, 
the conductors, either the coaxial probe and the parasitic patches, are replaced by 
electric currents. The surface current of the patches is introduced through the 
boundary condition at the air dielectric interface and idealized delta function is used 
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to model the coaxial probe current. From the equivalence principle [30], the fields are 
unchanged in comparison with the original situation. In the first case, the coaxial 
probe 2 is removed and the dipole 1 is excited. The current of the probe induces 
surface currents on the patches and they generate electric and magnetic field E^  and 
Hi as shown in Fig.3.4. 
/ / o “"^7^ 
X i X / ^ 
/ Muc(<Uumfm / y r 
Fig. 3.4 Configuration for mutual coupling calculation 
In the second case, coaxial probe 2 is excited and coaxial probe 1 is open 
circuited (or removed). 
If all material in the surrounding space is reciprocal, i.e. has symmetric 
permittivity and permeability tensors, the reciprocity theorem is valid: 
(3.24) 
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where E- is the electric field produced in case i and v is the volume extends over both 
coaxial probes and conductor patches. However, the 7 is zero else where except at 
the coaxial probe i. Thus the integrations in equation (3.24) become 
• = \ E y J f d v , (3.25) 
( 
Since the coaxial probe is modeled as an idealized delta function and the electric field 
in this volume is nearly constant, this allows one to define the voltage in a physically 
meaningful way as the integral of the electric field over distance. Therefore, the right 
side of equation (3.25) becomes 
pi (3.26) 
= - V n h 
where is the terminal current and V^ j is the voltage induced at coaxial probe 1 due 
to coaxial probe 2. This leads to the following expression for the mutual impedance: 
V 
12 - , 
(3.27) 
1 f _ -
= E^ • J^dv . 
According to the notations defined in section 3.2, the mutual impedance can 
be written as 
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V2 
= - f X G P n,IOtm(n kz)e_-Wdkz -J/dv 
271 
L J I t - i r (p, ) L(n K)ejWzZ dkz • 
—5((|) (t)p2 — )9dzd^dp 
~ I f { r ( p " i u d p f e ( " i u zz , ) 
^ t r { f ; 
271 n^J- M «=1 
= - + I / 3 X ^t^SnVsl ^ 
rt=l n=l n=l rt=l n=l . 
where 
^ i r { ( p " ’ ¥ p f e ( A a > ) ( - z . ( 3 . 2 9 ) 
^ = 0 0 
On the other hand, the mutual coupling coefficient can be expressed in terms 
of Z12 as 
S 2Z12Z0 (3 30) 
12 (Zii+Z )(Z22+Z )-ZI2Z2I • ‘ 
Since the network is reciprocal and the dimensions of the patches are identical 
in finding the mutual impedance, Z^ ^ = Z21 and Z^ = Z^ ,^ The equation (3.30) can be 
simplified as 
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- ^ ^ T . (3.31) 
12 (Zii+Z )2 Z i22 
3.6 Numerical Examples 
Some numerical examples for the input impedance and far zone radiation 
pattern of a cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna and the mutual impedance 
between cylindrical rectangular microstrip antennas are presented in this section. In 
3.6.1 the effects of the cylinder size, separation between the driven patch and the 
parasitic elements on the input impedance and far zone radiation pattern of a 
rectangular cylindrical are studied. The parasitic elements are oriented either parallel 
to the radiating edge(s) and/or parallel to the non-radiating edge(s) of the coaxial 
feed antenna. E-plane and H-plane mutual coupling for different cylinder size, 
separation between patches are given in section 3.6.2. 
3.6.1 Input Impedance with Coplanar Parasitic Elements 
The examples for input impedance are concentrated on the TM^^  mode of a 
rectangular cylindrical microstrip antenna. In the following examples, five to seven 
basis functions are used to expand the unknown surface current of each patch in 
order to give convergent results. On the other hand, the summations in equation 
(3.15) and (3.16) are truncated in n = 12 when radiating edge coupling is considered. 
However, more than 40 terms are used for nonradiating edge coupling configuration 
because of the presence of the terms cos[n((t) ,^ - and cos - . 
L J “ 
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Example 1: Comparison of input Impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip 
antenna with measured data 
Fig. 3.5 shows the comparison of input impedance calculated using the 
present method with [5] for patch printed on thin dielectric substrate. The agreement 
between the results is excellent The dimensions are /?^=5cm (R^ 
6^3=2.32, /i3=0.795mm, L^=3,0cm, W^=4,0cm, z^  = 1.0cm, = 0 . 
150 — 
Calculated 
A / ... 
/ ? \ Measured [5 
100 / , , \ \ / 
/ / \ \ Calculated [5] 
I - z ‘ , . . : \ / 
I ^^••• • . . . . . . . . . 
lA^. . . . . . . . . 
-50 
• • , • I 
inn I i ‘ ^ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.5 Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with measured 
data: R=5cm £,3=2.32, h,=0J95mm, Li=3.0cm, W,=4.0cm, 
z 1.0cm and = 0 . 
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Example 2: Input Impedance of an isolated cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
for different size of cylinders 
The dimensions are R=h5cm{R, « 0.18?l or 2.0cm (R, « 0.24AJ 
=2.55, /i3=L59mm, Li=2.7cm, W,=3,9cm, z^ = 0.9cm and , = 0 . In Fig. 3.6, it 
shows that the effect of the cylinder size on the resonant resistance and resonant 
frequency is similar to those of spherical circular microstrip antenna operated at TM,, 
mode because the surface current of these modes are not flowing along the curvature 
of the host. 
150 “ 
100 / \^R=1.5cm 
a / \ _ 
90 3.00 3.10 3J0 3.30 3.40 350 3.60 3.70 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.6 Input impedance of cylindrical microstrip antenna for different size of 
cylinder: /?,=2.0cm {R, «0.245O or R=\.5cm{R, «0.18?O £,3 = 2.55 
/i3=1.59mm, Li=2.7cm, i=3.9cm 0.9cm and ” = 0 . 
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Example 3: Input Impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
radiating edge coupled parasitic element for different separations 
The dimensions are R=l.5cmiR, « 0.18XJ e,3 = 2.55 h,=l,59mm, 
L,=2.7cm, H i^=3.9cm L,=2m5cm, W,=3,9cm, 0.9cm, (|),=0 S,=OAmm or 
0.5mm. Fig. 3.7 shows the input impedance characteristics of a cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antenna with one radiating edge parasitic element Resonance is observed 
at frequency near 3.15GHz and 3.4GHz. The second resonance is corresponding to 
the parasitic patch with length L, = 2.605cm. It is observed that the impedance 
bandwidth can be optimized by selecting appropriate separation between patches. 
80 “ ._ 
-
60 Sj=_o_i _ Si 
/ / \ ::::::::_ 
- ' ~ V Z / \ \ 
- / / \ 
- 2 90 3.00 3.10 320 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.7 Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with radiating 
edge coupled parasitic element for different separations: « 0.18?lJ, 
= 2.55, /Z3=1.59mm, Li=2.7cm, \^i=3.9cm, L2=2.605cm, W^=3.9cm, z^ = 0,9cm 
= 0 5i=0.1mm or 0.5mm. 
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Example 4: Input Impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
radiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different size of cylinder 
The dimensions are R=L5cm{R, - 0.18 J or 2.5cm (R, « 0.36XJ 
£,3=2.55 /i3=L59mm, Li=2.7cm, \^i=3.9cm, Z^=2.605cm W,=3.9cm, 
L3=2.605cm W,=3,9cm, 0.9cm, 0’ 5i=L650mm and &=1.605mm. 
Experimental data and calculated data for rectangular microstrip antenna printed on 
planar surface are also plotted in Fig. 3.8. It is shown that the coupling to the 
parasitic elements is weaker for that configuration when the antenna is mounted on 
cylindrical surface and there are two resonances for the structure because the 
dimensions of the parasitic elements are identical. 
1 
s 
• \ - - - planar [42] 
X ' planar 431 
---.-- • 1 • • Rc = 2.5cm 
Fig. 3.8 Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with radiating 
edge coupled parasitic elements for different size of cylinder: /?,=1.5cm 
(/?,«0.18X or 2.5cm 0.36?i ) e”=2 .55 h,=L59mm, Zv=2.70cm 
V^i=3.9cm, L2=2.605cm W^=3.9cm, L,=2M5cm, 1^3=3.9cm, z^  = 0.9cm 0 ^ = 0 , 
5i=L650mmand 52=1.605mm. 
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Example 5: Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different separations 
The dimensions are 2.0cm (/ ^ - 0.22 )’ 6,3=2.55, 
Li=2.9cm, Wi=4.0cm, 1^=2.15cm, W4=4.0cm, L5=2.75cm, W^=4.0cm, z^  == 0.9cm 
= 0 , S^  and 54=0.1mm, 0.46mm or 1.0mm. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.9. 
Example 6: Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different size of cylinder 
The dimensions are 2.0cm R Q/llXJ or 2.5cm (R^^O. l lXJ , 
£,3 = 2.55 /z3=L59mm, Li=2.9cm, W,=4.0cm, L^=2.15cm, W^=4.0cm, L5=2.75cm, 
\^5=4.0cm, Zp = 0.9cm , = 0 ’ •S3=0.1mm and 5^4=0.1mm. The results are plotted in 
Fig. 3.10. 
Figs. 3.9 and 10 show the input impedance characteristics of the cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna with nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements for 
different separations and cylinder size. It is noted that the coupling to the parasitic 
elements for that configuration, which is expected to resonant at 3.3GHz is very 
weak. 
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150 p ~ 
f^^KH QOQOpQpHS SgS^  
^ ^ ^ ^ 0.46mm 
100 _ _ _ / \ s^i " 
f • i U \ 
1 5 .. \ 
_ , , ; I i • ' • = ' • ' 
70 2:80 2:90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 
freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.9 Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different separations:/? 2.0cm 
) 6,3=2.55, /i3=1.59mm Z^=2.9cm Wi=4.0cm L,=2n5cm, 





• M _ __ 
| \ -
. . . , • = • ' • i 1 « 
70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 
freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.10 Input impedance of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different size of cylinder: /?,=2.0cm 
or 2.5cm « 6 , 3 = 2 . 5 5 , h,=h59mm, A=2.9cm, 
V i^=4.0cm L4=2.75cm, %=4.0cm z/=0.9cm’ | ) ,=0 
^3=0.1mm and 54=0.1mm: 
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Example 7: Far zone radiation pattern of an isolated cylindrical rectangular microstrip 
Two planes of far zone radiation pattern for a cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antenna are shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12. Results taken from [5] are 
also plotted for comparison. Good agreement between those results is obtained. The 
dimensions are R=5cm (/ ^«0.54?iJ, £,3=2.32, h,=0J95mm, A=3.0cm, 
VV;=4.0cm, Zp = 1.0cm, 0. 
180 
Fig. 3.11 Far zone radiation pattern of an isolated cylindrical rectangular microstrip 
antenna in X-Z plane: $ = 0 or 180°, R=5cm «0.54 ) £ 3=2.32 




Fig. 3.12 Far zone radiation pattern of an isolated cylindrical rectangular microstrip 
antenna in X-Y plane: e = 90 /?,=5cm = 0.54X,), £,3=2.32, /z3=0.795mm, 
Li=3.0cm, W^=4,0cm, z^ = 10cm, =0 and freq=3.17GHz. 
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Example 8: Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different size radius of cylinders 
Figs. 3.13-3.16 show the far zone radiation patterns of cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antenna with two identical radiating edge coupled parasitic elements. It is 
shown that there are side lobes in X-Z plane at frequency 3.41GHz. It is because the 
phase center changes when the parasitic elements resonanted at 3.4GHz as shown in 
Fig. 3.13. However, no significant change is observed in X-Y plane within the 
frequency bandwidth. The dimensions are /?^=L5cm (R^ - 0.18 or /?,=2.5cm 
(R,^ 0361 J. £,3 = 2.55, /i3=L59mm, L,=2.7cm, W,=33cm, L2=2.605cm 





s , Z … … f r e q = 3 . 3 1 G H z 
180 
Fig. 3.13 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic elements in X-Z plane: (|) = 0 or 180 
R=L5cm(R, - £ , 3 =2.55, /i3=1.59mm A=2.7cm, l^i=3.9cm, 
L2=2.605cm W^=3,9cm, L5=2.605cm \^3=3.9cm, z^  = 0.9cm, = 0 , 
•Si=1.650mm 52=1.605mm and freq=3.21, 3.31 or 3.41GHz" 
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0 
\ \ /——freq=3.21GHz 
v / ……freq=3.31GHz 
- - - freq=3.41GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.14 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic elements in X-Y plane: /?^=1.5cm 
) £,3=2.55, /i3=L59mm, Li=2.7cm ^^i=3.9cm L2=2.605cm 
1^2=3.9cm L3=2.605cm W,=3,9cm, 0,9cm, (|),=0, &=1.650mm or 
52=1.605mm and freq=3.21, 3.31 or 3.41GHz.. 
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0 
\ / freq=3.21GHz 
‘ f ^ Z • •…freq=3.31GHz 
_____IZ-^-^^ISO freq=3.41GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.15 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic elements in X-Z plane: (|) = 0 or 180 
R=2.5cm{R, -0 .36?lJ £ =2.55 h,=L59mm, Z,=2.7cm, W,=3.9cm, 
L2=2.605cm W^=3.9cm, Z^=2.605cm W3=3.9cm z^=0.9cw, (|)^=0, 
5i=L650mm or 52=1.605mm and freq=3.21 3.31 or 3.41GHz.. 
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0 
•9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 
12 \ ^ ^ / - ~ freq=3.21GHz 
X ^ y freq=3.31GHz 
- I S O - - - ^ - ^ 1 5 0 freq=3.41GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.16 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic elements in X-Y plane: 6 = 90°, 
R=l.5cm(R,«O.m,), e,3 = 2.55, h,=L59mm, Z^=2.7cm I^i=3.9cm, 
L2=2.605cm L3=2.605cm 1^3=3.9cm, 0.9cm, (|)^=0, 
5i=1.650mm or 52=1.605mm and freq=3.21, 3.31 or 3.41GHz.. 
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* 
Example 9: Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic element for different separation 
Far zone radiation patterns for cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna with 
one radiating edge parasitic element are plotted to show the shifting of main lobe. In 
Figs. 3.17 and 3.19 the main lobes in X-Z plane shift toward 0 < 90 and a side lobe 
appears at 9>90°. The dimensions are /?^=1.5cm (/ ^«0.18A.J, £,3=2.55 
/i3=1.59mm, Li=2.7cm, Wi=3.9cm L2=2.605cm or W2=3.9cm z^  = 0.9cm, = 0 
and Si =0.1mm or 0.5mm.. 
0 
• ……freq=3.44GHz 
-150^ ^ 5 0 __ eq=3.49GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.17 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic element for different separations in X-Z plane: 
(|) = 0 or 180° £,3=2.55 h,=L59mm, A=2.7cm, 
W^=3,9cm, L2=2.605cm, W^=3.9cm, 0.9cm, =0 5i=0.1mm and freq=3.39, 
3.44 or 3.49GHz. 
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0 
\ / — — f r e q = 3 . 3 9 G H z 
V / freq=3.44GHz 
- - - freq=3.49GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.18 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic element for different separations in X-Y plane: 
0 = 90°, 6,3 =2.55, /i3=1.59mm, L,=2Jcm, ^i=3.9cm, 
L2=2.605cm W2=3.9cm z^  = 0.9cm, = 0 , Si=0.1mm and freq=3.39, 3.44 or 
3.49GHz. 
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\ / — — f r e q = 3 . 2 0 G H z 
X x ^ " ^ ……freq=3.30GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.19 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic element for different separations in X-Z plane: 
(|) = 0 or 180°, /?c=1.5cm(/?d«0.18>O £,3=2.55, A=2.7cm, 
\^i=3.9cm L2=2.605cm, 0.9cm, =0’ 5i=0.5mm and freq=3.20, 
3.30 or 3.40GHz. 
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0 
\ ! / — — f r e q = 3 . 2 0 G H z 
X x " ^ freq=3.30GHz 
• 1 5 0 ^ ^ ^ 1 5 0 - _ - freq=3.40GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.20 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with radiating edge coupled parasitic element for different separations in X-Y plane: 
9 = 90°, 6,3=2.55, /z3=1.59mm, Li=2.7cm W,=3.9cm, 
L2=2.605cm, W^=3.9cm, 0.9cm, (|)- 0 5;=0.5mm and freq=3.20, 3.30 or 
3.40GHz. 
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Example 10: Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements for different size of cylinders and 
patch separations 
Figs. 3.21-3.22 show the far zone radiation patterns of cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antenna with nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements. It is observed 
that the patterns are not sensitive to the change of frequency because the coupling 
between the driven patch and the parasitic elements is very weak. The dimensions are 
/?c=2.0cm (R, - 0.22XJ 6,3 = 2.55 /z3=L59mm, L,=2.9cm, W,=4.0cm, 
L4=2.75cm, W^=4,0cm, L,=2J5cm, W 5^=4.0cm, 0.9cm, $ - = 0 S” 
0.46mm. 
\ A V … … f r e q = 3 . 0 0 G H z 
\ — f r e q = 3 . 0 8 G H z 
- 1 5 0 ^ f r e q = 3 . 1 6 G H z 
180 
Fig. 3.21 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements in X-Z plane: 0 = 0 or 180 
/?^=2.0cm {R^«0.22AJ’ 6,3 =2.55 L,=2,9cm, W,=4,0cm, 




\ / freq=3.00GHz 
\ s V V / ——freq=3.08GHz 
- 1 5 0 ^ _ _ . freq=3.16GHz 
180 
Fig. 3.22 Far zone radiation pattern of cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna 
with nonradiating edge coupled parasitic elements in X-Y plane: 0 = 90°, /?^=2.0cm 
(Rd«0.22?O ^rs = 2.55, /z3=L59mm, L,=2,9cm, W,=4.0cm, L4=2.75cm’ 
\^4=4.0cm L5=2.75cm, W,=4,0cm, 0.9cm, 0.46mm. 
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3.6.2 Mutual Coupling between Antennas 
Example 1: Experiment results for E-plane coupling 
An experiment is set up to measure the mutual coupling between rectangular 
antennas mounted on cylindrical surface. Input impedance characteristic for a 
cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna is plotted in Fig. 3.23. The resonant 
frequencies for the calculated data and measured data are 1.485GHz and 1.496GHz 
respectively. The difference between the resonant resistance may be due to finite 
dimensions of dielectric substrate used in experiment and the air gap between the 
antenna and the cylinder especially near the coaxial probe. The dimensions are 
/?^=5cm {R^ - 0.22?L ) 6,3 2.32 /i3=0.762mm, A=6.5cm, 1^1=11.0cm L,=6,5cm, 
1.0cm, z^  = 1.6cm, = 0 . 
Measured 
Fig. 3.23 Experiment results for the input impedance of a single rectangular 
microstrip antenna on a cylinder: R=5cm (R^ «0.22 ) e” =2.32 /i3=0.762mm, 
L^=6.5cm, 1^1=11.0011 z^  = 1.6cm, = 0 . 
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Figs. 3.24-3.25 show the mutual coupling coefficient between cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antennas for S^  =4cm(« 0.2XJ and = 6cm(« 0.3 .There are 2dB 
difference between the calculated and measured results. These can be caused by finite 
dimension of dielectric substrate so that coupling due to surface wave may be 
reduced. The difference between the resonant frequency is about 1.0%. 
-16.0 
. Calculated 
.Jg Q Measured 
r : / ^ " ^ X 
I / • • . 
s / • 
3 -26.0 … 
-2&0 -
* ‘ i > i ‘ ‘ 
1470 1.480 1.490 1.500 1.510 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.24 Experiment results for the E-plane mutual coupling coefficient versus 
frequency: R=5cm (R, - 0.22 ) E,3 = 2.32 /i3=0.762mm, Z^=6.5cm ^i=11.0cm, 




-18.0 … Measured 
J l . 
I / “ \ • 
g - / • • 
1 / • 
I -26.0 • 
-28.0 • 
jnn I i 1 i ‘ 
1A70 1.480 1.490 L500 L510 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.25 Experiment results for the E-plane mutual coupling coefficient versus 
frequency: R=5cm (R, « 0,22X,\ = 2.32, h,=0.162mm, A=6.5cm, ^i=11.0cm, 
L2=6.5cm, 1^2=1 l.Ocm S^  = 6cm z^  = 1.6cm = 0 . 
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Example 2: E-plane mutual impedance versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas mounted on different size of cylinders. 
E-plane mutual impedance, mutual coupling coefficient versus separation are 
plotted in Figs. 3.26-3.27. The results show that the decay in coupling is rather slow 
and the coupling is stronger as compared with the planar case. The S ,^ curve for 
7.7cm is not very smooth because of the limitation in calculating the Green's 
functions accurately for relative large size of cylinder. The dimensions for Fig. 3.26 
are R=4,4cm or R=6,6cm ( 0.33?O 8,3=2.5 h,=3.2mm. 
Z^=6.55cm, \yi=10.57cm L,=6.55cm, W,=lO,51cm, z^ = 1.575cm $ 0. 
20 — “ “ ^ Z - Z r 
Rc=4.4cm 








Fig. 3.26 E-plane mutual impedance versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas on a cylinder: R=4,4cm or R=6,6cm 
0.33?l ) 6,3=2.5, /i3=3.2mm, L,=6,55cm, W,=l0,51cm, L^=6,55cm, 
1^2=10.57cin z^=1.575cin, = 0 . 
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Example 3: E-plane mutual coupling coefficient versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas mounted on different size of cylinders. 
The dimensions are 4.4cm R=6.6cm 0.33^1,) or 
/?c=7.7cm 6,3=2.5, h,=32mm. L^=6.55cm’ \y,=10.57cm, 
L2=6.55cm, W^=l0.51cm, 1.575cm, c|)^=0. 
-10 
i R=4.4cm 




1 Planar [44] 
i - 2 5 . . ^ ^ ....................... . 
1 -30 
-35 •• 
- " ' O O ^ ~ 1:0 • L 5 ^ ^ “ 
Separation! x 
Fig. 3.27 E-plane mutual coupling coefficient versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas on a cylinder: R=4Acm ( / ? , 0 . 2 2 )’ 6.6cm 
0.3351 or R=lJcm «0.385XJ, £,3=2.5 h,=32mm, Z^=6.55cm 
Wi=10.57cm L2=6.55cm, W,=l0.51cm, 1.575cm and 
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Example 4: Experiment results for H-plane coupling 
Calculated and measured input impedance for a rectangular microstrip 
antenna printed on cylinder are plotted in Fig. 3.28. The dimensions are R=5cm 
6,3=2.32, /i3=0.762mm, L,=6,5cm, W,=S.Ocm, L^=6.5cm, 
1^ 2=8.00111, z^  = 1.6cm, = 0 . The resonant frequency, resonant resistance for the 
calculated and measured results are 1.487GHz, 69AQ. and 1.498GHz 56^2 
respectively. 
/ 
( f ^ 
Measured 
Fig. 3.28 Experiment results for the input impedance of a single rectangular 
microstrip antenna on a cylinder: R=5cm (/?“ 0.22XJ 6,3 =2.32, /i3=0.762mm, 
Li=6.5cm, H;=8.0cm, z^  = 1.6cm = 0 . 
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The experimental results for mutual coupling coefficient at resonant match 
well with the calculated results as shown in Fig. 3.29. It is because the H-plane 
coupling is mainly caused by space wave coupling instead of surface wave coupling 
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fe / • 
a • / • 
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f . • ' ' 
-40%70 1.480 1.490 1.500 L510 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 3.29 Experiment results for the mutual coupling coefficient versus frequency: 
R=5cm (R, « 0.22AJ 6,3 = 2.32, /23=0.762mm, A=6.5cm, Wi=8.0cm, z^  = 1.6cm 
= 0 , 5^3 =4.0cm. 
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Example 5: H-plane mutual impedance versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas mounted on different size of cylinder. 
Mutual impedance, mutual coupling coefficient versus separation and size of 
cylinder are plotted in Figs. 3.30-3.31. The minimum coupling is occurred when the 
two antennas are centered at and $ = 180° respectively. This condition for 
R=AMm and /?,=6.6cm are corresponding to separation S^ - 0.2X,, and S3 « 0.5X,, 
respectively. In addition, the coupling is much smaller than the coupling for a 
rectangular microstrip antenna on planar surface. The dimensions are /?,=4.4cm 
or 6.6cm ( / ? , 0 . 3 3 ? O £,3=2.5 /z3=3.2mm A=6.55cm, 
H^i=10.57cm L4=6.55cm, =1.575cm and = 0 . 
20 ‘ 
4.4cm 




- ~ § …--I 5 -
I • 
1 0 • _ _ J ^ 
5 ... / Reactance \ 
. ^ ^ _ _ 
- 7 \ … 
-10 ‘ … 1 
‘ " " " " t l ‘ “ t l ‘ ^ ‘ • “ 0 . 4 0.5 
Separation! ^ 
Fig. 3.30 H-plane mutual impedance versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas on a cylinder: /?,=4.4cm ( / ? , 0 . 2 2 or 6.6cm 
£,3 = 2.5, /i3=3.2mm, Li=6.55cm, M i^=10.57cm, Z^4=6.55cm 
1^4=10.57011 Zp = 1.575cm and = 0 . 
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Example 6: H-plane mutual coupling coefficient versus separation for two 
rectangular microstrip antennas mounted on different size of cylinder. 
The dimensions are /?,=4.4cm or R=6.6cm «0.33>.J, 
£,3=2.5 /i3=3.2mm, A=6.55cm, W,=10.57cm, L,=6.55cm, W,=lO,51cm, 
Zp = 1.575cm and = 0 
0 R,= 4.4cm 
R = 6.6cm 
— — -r X i v " y 
ss _ ^ ^ ^ , 




Fig. 3.31 H-plane mutual coupling coefficient versus separation for two rectangular 
microstrip antennas on a cylinder: /?.=4.4cm 0.22?O or 6.6cm 
6,3 = 2.5, /i3=3.2mm, I,=6.55cm, W,=l0,51cm, L,=6.55cm, 
1^4=10.57011 Zp 1.575cm and = 0 . 
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3.7 Summary 
An accurate method for the evaluation of a cylindrical rectangular microstrip 
antenna with coplanar elements is presented. The various parameters involves such as 
the dimensions of the patches, cylinder, separations among patches as well as the 
dielectric substrate characteristics are arbitrary in the model. The unknown current 
distribution is computed by the Galerkin's procedure. Throughout this chapter, the 
effect of the cylinder, dielectric substrate, separation among patches on the mutual 
coupling and input impedance is explored. However, the model is limited by the size 




Aperture Coupled Cylindrical Rectangular Microstrip Antenna 
4.1 Introduction 
There are many different ways to feed a microstrip antenna including coaxial 
probe feed, microstrip line edge feed, electromagneticaUy coupled microstrip line feed 
and aperture coupling feed (see Figure 4.1 and Fig. 4.2). The coaxial probe feed has 
been used in many practical systems even though it is not attractive from the 
fabrication point of view. Microstrip line edge feed and electromagneticaUy coupled 
line feed have the advantage of easy fabrication but microstrip line edge feed may not 
be desirable for miUimeter wave applications due to its feed line radiation and 
electromagneticaUy coupled microstrip line feed is difficult to integrate with active 
components. The aperture coupling feed was proposed by Pozar [25]. The feed 
consists of an open circuited microstrip line which is printed on a dielectric substrate 
below the ground plane. The microstrip antenna is printed on another dielectric 
substrate above the ground plane and the two structures are electromagneticaUy 
coupled through an electrical small aperture in the ground plane. This design is 
particularly advantageous when applied to monolithic applications. In these 
applications the associated active elements such as phase shifters and amplifiers 
would be printed on high dielectric constant substrate to reduce radiation and the 
antenna is printed on a low dielectric constant substrate to increase the bandwidth 
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and to reduce the excitation of surface wave. In addition, aperture coupling can avoid 
the self reactance and complexity of construction for probe feed. 
J/oaxlal probe feed y y Mkr^mine edge feed 
/ / linefeed 
Fig. 4.1 Rectangular microstrip antenna with coaxial probe feed, microstrip line edge 
feed and electromagnetically coupled microstrip line feed. 
In this chapter the input impedance of a stripline line feed and microstrip line 
feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna printed on cylinder are studied. For stripline 
feed configuration, the microstrip line is replaced by an asymmetric stripline. The 
configurations for these two types of antennas on planar surface are shown in Figure 
4.2. 
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^ ^ ^ 
Antenna Patch ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j^fmrriirtiiirri r t m 11 m 
a 




i^ 'iii'ii'riii'i'ivi . 
b 
Fig. 4.2 a. Microstrip line feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna, 
b. Stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna 
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4.2 Integral Equation Formulation using Reciprocity Method 
The geometry of a stripline feed aperture coupled cylindrical microstrip 




Fig. 4.3 Geometry of a stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna a. cross 
sectional view b. coordinates 
From the cross section of the cylindrical structure, there are five regions. 
Region I (p < RJ a conducting cylinder with radius R^ 
Regionll ( <p</?6): a dielectric substrate with thickness hj and constitution 
parameters (e^e^ At an open circuited 
stripline with width W^ is printed. 
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Region III (/ ^ < p < / ? J : a dielectric substrate with thickness "2 and constitution 
parameters i^ ). At p =Rc, there is a ground and 
an aperture with length L^ and width W^ ^ 
Region IV {R,<p< R^): a dielectric substrate with thickness hj and constitution 
parameters (£,38^ At a rectangular 
microstrip antenna with length Lp and width Wp is printed. 
Region V ( p > R^) free space with constitution parameters (e J 
In this configuration, the rectangular patch is excited by the stripline through 
the aperture by the way of electromagnetic coupling and the stripline, the aperture 
and the antenna patch are centered at (|) = 0° and z = 0. The length of the open 
circuited stub from z = 0 is L .^ 
The stripline is assumed to be infinitely long, and propagating quasi-TEM 
mode (pure TEM if e^ i = £ 2) with normalized transverse modal fields given by 
^ P c|)) = + d (4.1) 
Mp,ct)) = /ipp + ^ ^ . (4.2) 
The power carried by the normalized field is equal to 1 so that 
r {exhyzpdpd^ = U (4.3) 
, =0 Jp=R 
The forward and backward traveling waves are then 
£ = 5 and (4.4) 
ff he zz . (4.5) 
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where is the propagation constant of the stripline. Since the slot is centered at z=0, 
the total field including the effect of the aperture can be written as 
—e++RE- z<0 
_ and (4.6) 
r + z > 0 
[ H ' ^ R H - z < 0 
/ / = _ (4.7) 
z>0 
where R and T are the voltage reflection and transmission coefficients on the line, 
respectively. Applying the reciprocity theorem to the total fields and the forward 
traveling wave fields E+ H+ gives 
l E x H ^ - d s = l E ^ x H ' d s (4.8) 
where 5 is a closed surface ( see Figure 4.4) equal to + a^ and 
50 = the wall of the guide ( p = or p = e [0 2 ] 0— < z < 0+ ) excluding the 
aperture surface 
51 = the cross section of the guide at z = 0" 
52 = the cross section of the guide at z = 0+ 




. . . • X . . . . . . y / 
Fig. 4.4 The closed surface 5 of a stripline feed aperture. 
On the surface of the guide except at the aperture, the tangential fields are 
vanished because of the presence of perfect electric conductor, i.e. 
= (4.9) 
so that the contributions to the integrals in (4.8) from this portion of the surface are 
zero. On pxE^=0 but p x E = px(zVX) where zV;<((^,z) is the aperture 
electric field. The L.H.S. and R.H.S. of Equation (4.8) can then be evaluated to give 
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L. / / . = f zV^ x(hp + /i, . pds 
+ + Ree''^') x (Jie— '). (-zds) 
= . V e:\ei w 0-
- V e; ds - (1 + R) + T 
and (4.10) 
R.H,S=f ee-''^' x(he'''^' + Rhe''^')• (-zds) 
+ &XThe'''^' zds (4.11) 
Js2 
^-(1-R) + T . 
In deriving equation (4.10) and (4.11) the width of the aperture is assumed to 
be narrow so that the phase term e—j ' «1 along the width of the aperture and 
0+ - 0- «1. From the results of equation (4.10) and (4.11), we have 
R = (4.12) 
2 
where 
AV = e:\ds 
= - - ^ f { f (n it-)^,(n H'z) z < ( z )^ 
(" " ) ( - " - U " 4. 
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and Z P are the characteristic impedance and the surface current of the stripline 
respectively. d is the spectral domain Green's function for a ^-directed magnetic 
field induced by a z-directed electric current. The superscript A represents a triple 
layered cylinder. 
Applying the reciprocity theorem again for the backward traveling wave fields 
gives 
l E x H - - d s = l E - x H - d s . (4.14) 
Similar to deriving equation (4.10) and (4.11) the L.H.S and R.H.S of 
equation (4.14) are 
L. / / . 5 - V X ^ d s + (1 + /?) - r and (4.15) 
R.H.S — (1-R) + T . (4.16) 
From the results of (4.15) to (4.16), the transmission coefficient T can be expressed 
as 
r = 4.17) 
Now, we have three unknowns R’ T and V^ and two equations. A third " 
equation comes from the continuity of tangential magnetic field across the aperture. 
By invoking the equivalent principle, the aperture can be replaced by a short circuit 





Fig. 4.5 Equivalent configuration of an aperture. 
Therefore, the magnetic field across the aperture becomes 
Hi" (M) + H f {P) = < ( -M) + H^ ( r ) (4.18) 
where M is the equivalent magnetic current, P is the surface current distribution of 
the antenna patch and is the component of the magnetic field intensity in 
region j produced by the current K. The magnetic current can be expressed in terms 
of the aperture electric field as follow: 
= (4.19) 
Now, at p = 0~, 
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= . (4.20) 
Substitute equation (4.19) and (4.20) into (4.18) get 
(1-/?) =V { K " ( 0 + : ^ r ( 0 } + ( (4.21) 
and the fields can be expressed in terms of the spectral domain Green's functions. 
K i r r ( , 4.22) 
H : " ( e : ) ~ i f (" )e~> /:J - t /:, 4.23) 9 2tc “ 
and (4.24) 
Z / 1 = — o o 
= I X " V • z (4.25) 
27C oo 
where G are spectral domain Green's functions, which are defined in Chapter 6 and 
7. 
On the other hand, the total tangential electric field on the antenna patch is 
vanished. The total electric field is induced by the antenna patch surface current and 
the equivalent magnetic current in the form of 
+ = 0 or (4.26) 
= 0 (4.27) 
where 
Z l l ( " ) (" ( • z and (4.28) 
27C /t:-
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= f r . (4.29) 
271 
Therefore, two integral equations are derived which involve the unknown 
antenna patch surface current and unknown aperture electric field. The equations are 
solved using method of moments (Galerkin's Procedure). 
In equation (4.21) and (4.27) the unknown aperture electric field is 
approximated by a piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) mode because the length of the 
aperture is electrically small and the unknown antenna patch current is expanded in 
a set of z -directed basis functions: 
= (4.30) 
t=i 
Therefore, there are N+1 unknowns to be solved. After substituting equation 
(4.30) into (4.21) and (4.27) the equations (4.21) and (4.27) are weighted with the 
aperture field and the basis functions respectively. Therefore, we have N+1 
equations. The equations are 
^ V { \ - R ) = - ) - [ ] a n d (4.31) 
V,[V] = [Z][I] (4.32) 
where 
n i = J W 
ha 




= . U - X f (5 (" )€“(" / : > ) ( • k{^,z)ds 4.34) 
^'a [2n ^^J— 
= £ 6 (n, K )e ("’ K X (-"’ - K )dK 
=J t HJ^kjJ -k:' dkz M,z)ds 4.35) 
rt=—oo J 
=K X D r ( " (" - z 
rt=—oo 
v; = f W'^ielVlds 
f { 4.36) 
= c i r (" ) (" ( " z 
^•‘• J—OG Y 
J E^{J]Vlds 
= - f { I (4.37) 
K [2K ^ J - J 
= Rd y • (n,kz n,kz)Ji(-n,-kz)dkz J—oo 
/ ! = CO 
and[/] = [A h h ] • 
Combining equation (4.31) and (4.32), we have 
^ , _ (4.38) 
“AV^ -2(7,1 HVfm-'VVYa'i) 
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The term [VY{[ZY^f[YJ can be regarded as the admittance of the antenna r seen 
by the aperture and are the self admittance of the aperture seen into region III 
and region IV respectively. In order to distinguish these two self admittances, l^i and 
are named as internal self admittance and external self admittance respectively. In 
addition AV is called the modal voltage between the stripline and the aperture. 
4.3 Input Impedance of a Stripline Feed Aperture Coupled Microstrip 
Antenna 
From the equivalent circuit of a stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip 





Fig. 4.6 Equivalent circuit of a stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna. 
(4.39) 
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where Z is the characteristic impedance of the line. 
By adding the reactance of the open circuited stub to the input impedance, we have 
97 D 
1 — K 
2 . (4.40) 
= Z r —— Z, cot/:, ( 4 +A/) 
where A/ is the length compensation for the open end. 
For a stripline feed slot antenna, there is no contribution from the antenna 
patch for the input impedance so that the input impedance for a stripline feed slot 
antenna is 
Z. - ( 4 . 4 1 ) 
4.4 Input Impedance of a Microstrip Line Feed Aperture Coupled 
Microstrip Antenna 
In facts, a microstrip line feed slot antenna and aperture coupled microstrip 
antenna are special cases of the stripline feed slot antenna and aperture coupled 
microstrip antenna. By letting the radius of the inner ground R^ to be zero and the 
permittivity in region II to be e the stripline feed becomes a microstrip line feed. 
The equations including used to evaluate the input impedance of 
microstrip line feed antenna are identical to those used for the case of stripline feed. 
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4.5 Numerical Examples 
Some numerical examples for the input impedance of an aperture coupled 
cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna fed by either a stripline or a microstrip line 
is presented in this section. Only the TM^^  mode of a cylindrical rectangular 
microstrip antenna is discussed. Comparison of the results with available measured 
data are used to validate the accuracy of the present method. 
4.5.1 Stripline Feed Antennas 
Example 1: Input impedance of a asymmetric stripline feed slot antenna for different 
radius of cylinder 
The dimensions are R^  =0, 1mm, 3mm, or 5mm, « 
1.6mm, 6,1=1.0, 8,2=2.2, W,=0.5cm L,=4.02cm and W,=0.07cm. For the 
case of Ra =0, the stripline feed slot antenna becomes microstrip line feed slot 
antenna. The various components are also plotted in Fig. 4.8 to Fig. 4.10. It is worth 
to mention that there is no internal self conductance of the slot for R, =0 because the 
cylindrical asymmetric stripline becomes a dielectric coated circular waveguide for 
Ra=Q and the waveguide is operated below the cutoff frequency. The cutoff 
frequency for an air-fiUed circular waveguide is 5.86GHz for radius of cylinder equal 
to 1.5cm. On the other hand, the change in resonant frequency is mainly caused by 
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Fig. 4.7 Input impedance of a stripline feed slot antenna for different R;. R^  =0 
(microstrip line), 1mm, 3mm or 5mm, « O . m j , 
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Fig. 4.8 Self conductance of a stripline feed slot antenna for different R^: R, =0 
(microstrip line), 1mm, 3mm or 5mm, - O . m j , h ,=h6mm, 
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Fig. 4.9 Self susceptance of a stripline feed slot antenna for different R^: R^  =0 
(microstrip line), 1mm, 3mm or 5mm, R^=L5cm{R^ ^ O.l lXj, h^=h6mm, 
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Fig. 4.10 Modal voltage between the stripline and the slot for different R^: =0 
(microstrip line), 1mm, 3mm or 5mm, - O . m j , h^=h6mm, 
=1.0 ,6 ,2=2.2 , Wf=0.5cm, L, =4.02cmand W>0.07cm. 
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Example 2: Input impedance of a symmetric stripline feed slot antenna for different 
radius of cylinder 
Fig. 4.11 shows the input impedance characteristic of a symmetric stripline 
feed slot antenna. The difference between the measured data [45] and the calculated 
data may be due to the incorrectness of measurement as mentioned in [46]. The 
dimensions are R^ =3mm, Smrn or 7mm, « 0.17XJ, 1\=lh= 1.6mm, 
£ 1 = = 2.56 Ty,=0.235cm L„=1.40cm and W^O.Olmm. 
600 
R =3mm 
z - - Ra=5mm 
400 , \ 
^ ^ Measured [46] 
f • 
.Z \ \ i . 
i _ \ : 7 \ • •.. 
0 ^ ^ 
_ 1 H ’ J 
, I , . I I 
• 6 . 0 7-0 8.0 9.0 10.0 ILO 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 4.11 Input impedance of a symmetric stripline feed slot antenna for 
different R,: R, =3mm, 5mm or 7mm 1.5cm(/?e 0.17?C ) 
e i^ =£ 2 =2.56, l^,=0.235cm 1.40cm and 1^^=0.01mm. 
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Example 3: stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna for different 
dielectric substrate thickness and open circuited stub length 
The input impedance of a stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip for 
different dielectric substrate and open circuited stub length are plotted in Fig. 4.12 
and 4.13 respectively. The dimensions for Fig. 4.12 are R^  =5cm h^  =/i2=0.762mm 
h^  =0.762mm, 1.524mm, 2.286mm or 3.048mm, = e,2 = ^rs = 2.32 W^=1.21mm, 
L^=0.5cm and W>0.1cm L^ = 16cm, W^  =9cm and L^  = 8cm. It is noted that the 
input impedance is very inductive because of the large internal self susceptance of the 
aperture. 
A _ 
N. ^ ^ ^ h3=1.524mm 
i :: h3=2.286mm 
::: ——h3-3.048mm 
I I { » 
h3 
Fig. 4.12 Input impedance of a stripline feed microstrip antenna for different 
dielectric thickness: R, =5cm, h,=h,=0J62mm, h, =0.762mm, 1.524 or 2.286mm, 
3.048mm, e^ = e,2 = = 2.32, l^,=1.21mm’ L,=0.5cm and W^=OAcm, 
Lp = 16cm, Wp =9cm and L^  = 8cm. 
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The dimensions for Fig. 4.13 are R^  =5cm, h^  =/z2=0.762mm, h^  =3.048mm, 
e^j=e,2=er2=2.32, H7=1.21mm, L“=0.5cm and L^ =16cm, 
Wp =9cm and L^  = .4cm, 8cm or 12cm. 
I Ls=12cm 
kkk0 
Fig. 4.13 Input impedance of a stripline feed microstrip antenna for different open 
circuited stub length: R, =5cm, /i^  =/z2=0.762mm, h^  = 3.048mm, 
eri=e.2=er2=2.32, ,=1.21 L,=0.5cm, W,=0.1cm, L^=16cm, W^  =9cm 




Example 4: Input impedance of a symmetric stripline feed aperture coupled 
cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna for different radius of cylinder 
The dimensions are R^  =8mm, 10mm or 12mm, /i^  =/i^ =/23=1.6mm 
e i^ =£ =£ =2.54 W,=0.442cm L“=U2cm’ W 0.155cm L^=4cm, W^  =3cm 
and L, = 2cm. The input impedance is normalized to 32.5Q and plotted in Fig. 4.14. 
The results show that coupling is increased for larger cylinder. 
\ / Ra=8mm 
'"'^ ''y/^  Ra=10mm 
Ra=12mm 
Zo=32.45ohm 
Fig. 4.14 Input impedance of a stripline feed microstrip antenna for different R/, 
R^  =8mm, 10mm or 12mm, /i^  =/i^ 1.6mm ^ri =^r2 = = ^.54, 
V^7=0.442cm, L,=1.12cm, W>0.155cm L^ = 4cm W^  =3cm and L, = 2cm. 
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4.5.2 Microstrip Line Feed Antennas 
Example 1: Input impedance of a microstrip line feed slot antenna for different radius 
of cylinder 
The dimensions are =0 «0.12XJ, 1.5cm(/?, « O . m j , 
2.0cm(/?c «0.22XJ 2.5cm(/?, «0.27AJ or oo h^=h6mm, e^ i = 1.0 ^ri =2.2’ 
\^,=0.5cm 4=4.02cm and 0.07cm. The measured results for a microstrip line 
feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna printed on planar surface is included for 
comparison. The difference between the results is due to the single mode 
approximation used to represent the aperture field and empirical formula employed to 
calculate the propagation constant of the microstrip line. 
800 
f/R^ \ / 
- V J i//\. GS 
G 400 • ^.C^Jcm 
I • " k s ^ 47 
-200 ~ \\, : —,-•: • 
• 
•2.00 250 3.00 350 4.00 
Freq/GHz 
Fig. 4,15 Input impedance of a microstrip line feed slot antenna for different R^  : 
R“=0 /?,=1.0cm (Rc « 0.12 ) 1.5cm (/?, - 0.17 ) 2.0cm (/?, - 0.22XJ 2.5cm 
« 0.27AJ or 00’ = 1.6mm e,, = 1.0 e,^ = 2.2 W ,^=0.5cm L,=4.02cm and 
W>0.07cm. 
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Example 2: Input impedance of a microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna for different radius of cylinder 
Fig. 4.16 shows that the resonant resistance is reduced when the curvature of 
the cylinder is increased. On the other hand, the resonant frequency for R^  = 1.2cm 
and the measured data for antenna on planar surface [47] are 2.15GHz and 2.22GHz. 
The reason for the shift of resonant frequency is the increase of bandwidth for Y as 
shown in Fig. 4.18. It is because the antenna resonant when the total self susceptance 
of the aperture equal to the susceptance of The Y^ . Dimensions are R^  = 0 , 
/?,=0.8cm(/?, « 0.08 a J , 1.0cm(/?, - 0.095?iJ or 1.2cm(/?, « 0.110>O 
/I, = 1.6mm, /Z3= 1.6mm, £,2=2.54 6,3 =2.54, Wf=0M2cm, 
L,=1.12cm and W>0.155cm L^ = 4cm, W^  = 3cm and L, = 2cm. 
1 
Ftb=1.0cm 
---…- ---:::}::: \ L— measured 
f \ ‘ 
-
Fig. 4.16 Input impedance of a microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna for different Rf/. =0 , 0.8cm (/ ^ -0.081XJ, 
1.0cm (Rd « 0,095X,) or 1.2cm (R, « O.IIOXJ h^ = 1.6mm h, = 1.6mm, 1.0 
£2=2.54 6,3=2.54, Wf=0M2cm, L,=1.12cm, W>0.155cm L^=4cm, 
Wp=3cmand 4 = 2cm. 
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Freq/GHz 
Fig. 4.17 Components of a microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna: ^ , = 0 , 0.8cm «O.OSa,), h , = l 6 m m , 
= 1.6mm, e. ,=2.54, £.3=2.54, ]y,=0.442cm, L,=1.12cm, 
W>0.155cm Lp = 4cm W^  = 3cm and L, = 2cm. 
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Fig. 4.18 Admittance of the antenna patch with respect to the aperture of a 
microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical rectangular microstrip antenna: 
0’ /?,=0.8cm (Rd « O.OSaj , 1.0cm {R, « 0.095>O or 1.2cm (R, « O.IIOXJ, 
/t^=1.6mm /i3= 1.6mm, e, ,=2.54, £.3=2.54, ^,=0.442cm, 
L„=1.12cm W,=0.155cm, L^ = 4cm, W^  = 3cm and L, = 2cm. 
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Example 3: Input impedance of a microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna for different length of aperture 
Fig. 4.19 shows the effect of the aperture length on the resonant resistance. 
The dimensions are = 0 or R^ 1.2cm(/?^ - O.llOX,,), h^ 1.6mm h^ = 1.6mn% 
= £,2=2.54’ E,3=2.54, ,=0.442cmcm L^=8mm, 10mm, 12 mm or 
14mm and W>0.155cm L^ = 4cm, W^  = 3cm and L, = 2cm. 
1 
,.- " 4 : -.. \ / \yy La»8mm 
IT :: X _--La-10 
‘ “ 1 La=12mm 
‘O ii ^^ Z ——La=14mm 
Fig. 4.19 Input impedance of a microstrip line feed aperture coupled cylindrical 
rectangular microstrip antenna for different length of aperture: K = 0 or 
/?,=1.2cm(/?,«0.110)iJ, 1.6mm, h , = l 6 m m , £,1=1.0 £ =2.54’ 
er3 = 2.54 l^,=0.442cm L,=8mm, 10mm, 12 mm or 14mm and W,=0.155cm, 
Lp = 4cm, Wp-?> cm and L, = 2cm. 
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4.6 Summary 
A method has been presented for the analysis of stripline feed aperture 
coupled microstrip antenna and microstrip feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna 
on cylindrical surface. The method is based on the equivalent principle, reciprocity 
theorem and Galerkin's procedure using the spectral domain Green's functions. The 
theoretical results were compared with the experimental data and a reasonable 
agreement was found. From the theoretical results, the following characteristics were 
noted: 
(1) The internal self susceptance of the stripline feed slot antenna decreases when 
RQ is decreased. 
(2) There is no internal self conductance for a microstrip line feed. 
(3) The input impedance of stripline feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna is 




Green's Functions for a Electric Current on a Dielectric Coated 
Sphere 
In Chapter 2.2 and 2.3, the fields induced by a tangential electric current on 
the surface of a dielectric coated sphere are required. The fields are found by 
convoluting the given basis current against the appropriate spectral domain Green's 
functions. The required Green's functions are r -directed electric field inside the 
dielectric substrate, 9-directed electric field and -directed electric field at r = due 
to a 9 -directed or a -directed electric dipole at = . 
5.1 Expansion of Fields using Spherical Harmonics 
In spherical coordinates the fields can be expressed in terms of TM and TE vector 
potentials [30]. 
£r(r e • fl^+py, 5.1) 
- I dF, 1 d^A, (c 
ev rsiiKj) 3(|) ycoer 3r3e 
1 dF 1 /c ax 
^ rf^ 1 1 d^F, (5.5) 
(r e ) rsinct) d^ m r d r d Q 
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(5.6) 
^ r 36 ;o)|xrsin0 dra^ 
where A^ and are the transverse magnetic and the transverse electric potential 
respectively. These potentials can be expressed in terms of spherical Bessel functions 
(c.f. Equation (23) and Equation (2.4)). Therefore, the fields become 
E l = — I 1)2 [a- (kr) + A ^ ( )]C(cos0) 
m=0 n=m [J^o^r^ 
(5.7) 
OT=0 n=m I Sin y 
(5.8) 
M 0 n=m I r 
+ _ ^ [ A - r + ( ^ ) ]C(cose ) [ 
(oe^e.rsine^ 
(5.9) 
H^Cr 6 6) = f t (kr) + B^ {n)Hf {kr)]p (cos 9 ) , 
r S f l i M V 
(5.10) 
/ / “ r _ t l y - { - “ ”( + A+ ]C(cose) 
m=On=m 
[ ( i b o + r 2)’ ( a e s e ) . 
m j ^ J J 
(5.11) 
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" “ r e t | y - { - ( ) + A+ 
m=0 n=m L 
+ _ ^ _ + (jb-)]C(cos0)| 
co|Li/sin0'-
(5.12) 
m=0 n=m J^^o^ 
(5.13) 
e"( _ = 
m=0 n=m I T Sill W 
dd 
(5.14) 
m=0 n-m I 
+ {k,r)P {cosQ)\ 
coe,sin6 
(5.15) 
H “ (r = , D^ (Kr)P (cos 9) 
(5.16) 
" > _ = X I ";;2)(/: r ) / r(cose) 
and (5.17) 
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1 r ae (5 18) 
(Oji^rsmG 
The superscript I and II represent the fields in region I (a<r<b) and region 
II (r>b) respectively. Using the vector Legendre series, the transverse field 
components in spectral domain can be derived in terms of the coefficients A+(w) 
A-(n), B-(") and By imposing the boundary conditions 
between the interfaces at r = a and r = Z?, the required Green's functions are obtained. 
The boundary conditions in spatial domain are 
r x E , =0 r = a (5.19) 
rx{E"-E^) = 0 r = b and (5.20) 
= r = b (5.21) 
and in spectral domain are 
E^(n) = 0 r = a’ (5.22) 
E'(n) = E"(n) r = b and (5.23) 
- (5.24) 
1 U L • —' 
5.2 Green's Functions in Spectral Domain 
As a conclusion, the required spectral domain Green's functions are 
^ … H / ( M ) H 3 ' _ (5.25) 
ee(") “ jY^H,^ (WHi(M) AHi ' (M)H3 {kb) 
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= (5.26) 
6 e(w) = 0 and (5.27) 
a = (5.28) 
u - )Hi,( ) + yriHi(M)H2, m 
where 
Y = [K (5.29) 




H,{kr)= i)( a 5.32) 
H3 (kr)= 1) (kr) a^fl? (kr) 5.3 
a = f C iJcaV f l ? i m and (5.34) 
(5.35) 
In addition to the Green's functions for transverse components, the 
f -directed electric field inside the dielectric substrate induced by the surface current 
is 
r (5.36) 
=t j y { “!1 Gss(n)J:(n)P:(cose).. 
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Chapter 6 
Green's Functions for a Current on a Dielectric Coated Cylinder 
In Chapter 3 the electric fields at p = induced by a tangential electric 
current on the surface of a dielectric coated cylinder is required. In Chapter 4 the 
electric fields on the surface of a dielectric coated cylinder and the magnetic fields on 
the ground surface induced by tangential electric current on the surface of a dielectric 
coated cylinder and by tangential magnetic current on the ground surface are 
required. Since the above mentioned configurations are identical they are derived 
based on the same boundary value problem. 
The required Green's functions are 6 “ … = = / ^ J 
G r ( p = = K ) G ' f {R,<9< : J = ^-P ' = K ) and 
= ;p, R where G^ '^^ Cp = /?d;P’ = K ) denotes the Green's function for 
a a -directed electric field a tp = /?^  due to a (J-directed magnetic current at p = 
and J (p Rc.’p' = Rd) denotes the Green's function for a a-directed magnetic 
field at p = due to a P - directed electric current at p = / . 
6.1 Expansion of Fields with Auxiliary Potentials 
In cylindrical co-ordinates, an arbitrary fields can be constructed by using the 
transverse electric (TE) potential and the transverse magnetic (TM) potential 
which satisfy the scalar wave equation 
V V + A:V = 0 (6.1) 
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where < P < 
and ko = CO I^LIA is the free space wavenumber. The electromagnetic fields are 
derived using the following equations: 
£ = - V x ( z \ | / . £ ) + — V x V x ( z \ | / ^ ^ ) and (6.2) 
ycoe 
H = V x ( z \ | / ^ ^ ) + — V x V x ( z \ | / ^ ^ ) . (6.3) 
Since the structure has cylindrical symmetry, the potential can be represented 
by their two-dimensional cylindrical Fourier components or called potentials in 
spectral domain. The two-dimensional Fourier transform is defined as: 
/ ( r (t) z) = : M : r " z and (6.4) 
271 ” t l “ 
/ ( r " )= / ( r (M) ( • . (6.5) 
2 JO 
By taking the Fourier transform of the scalar wave equation (Equation 6.1) 
we know that the solution of potentials in spectral domain can be expressed in terms 
of Bessel functions. They are 
v55UP = ( ’ ( 3P) + A+( 3P) 6.6) 
(p " i t j = "’ J//;;i)(A:p3P) + ( " ’ U (6.7) 
vJ"M(P = C+(n / g / / f ( ^ p p) (6.8) 
^ ^ (p nJO: (n K ( P P) (6.9) 
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and k^o = k] -k] for In equation (6.6) and (6.7) the Hankel functions of the 
first kind and the second kind are used to construct the fields inside the dielectric 
substrate as both forward and backward traveling wave are present. For equation 
(6.8) and (6.9) only outward traveling wave is employed to construct the solution in 
order that the radiation at infinity is satisfied. 
Similarly, taking the Fourier transform of equation (6.2) and (6.3), the 
transverse field components in spectral domain can be derived: 
P= W + f - 6.10) 
P 0)£ p 
‘ 6.11) 
(6.12) 




According to different boundary conditions, the various field components 
induced by an electric current or a magnetic current can be determined. For a electric 
current at p = e boundary conditions in spatial domain are 
p x £ = 0 P = (6.15) 
— = 0 p = /?dand (6.16) 
- = P = 6.17) 
and the corresponding boundary conditions in spectral domain are 
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= = 0 6.18) 
I • (P = / U = 0 6.19) 
dp 
= = ^rskl^^Up = Rd ’ (6.20) 
! • = • • 
Bp — mo^d 
(6.21) 
= = = 0 and (6.22) 
P) = - - = Rd = 1(9 = 
ap mR, ap Rd J 
(6.23) 
For a magnetic current a tp = /?,, the spatial domain boundary conditions are 
- p x £ ' ' ' = M P = K ‘ (6.24) 
p x ( £ 0 P = and (6.25) 
=0 P = . (6.26) 
and the corresponding spectral domain boundary conditions are 
= =0 6.27) 
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mo^rsK ap A 
(6.29) 
= = ^ . k l ^ m ( P = 6.30) 
(6.31) 
= = = 0 . (6.32) • 
6.2 Green,s Functions in Spectral Domain 
By enforcing the boundary conditions to the field components, a set of 
algebraic equations is obtained with the unknowns A+(w’ 
Cin^k^), After solving those equations, the Green's functions 
are obtained. 
( 5 R ( P = P’= 6 
where 
2 
A = (6.34) 
mo 
A 1^22- 2^1 635) 
Bii 6.36) 
_ nkz [ (2) ] B12 - . Hn (kpoRd)-K..,KTE(kp3Rd) , JOO~d 
k:3 
B21 = -.-K~KTE (kp3 Rd) 
JOOJ..l 
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B22 = . Joofl 
_ E r3k:o H~2) (kpoRd) 
Ka - 2 
kp3 K TM (kp3 Rd ) 
nkzH~2) (kpoRd )k: (E r3 -1) K =------~---------~ jffiEoRdk~3KTE' (kp3 Rd) , 
_ kpoH~2)' (kpoRd) 
K..,- , 
kp3K TE' (kp3 Rd) 
KTM (kp3P) = H~l) (kp3P) - aTMH~2) (kp3P) , 
KTE (kp3 P) = H~1)(kp3P)-aTEH~2)(kp3P) , 
H~l) (kp3 Rc ) 
aTM = H~2)(kp3Rc) 
H (l), (k R) n p3 c 
aTE = H(2), (k R) 
n p3 c 
and 












aB,EJ(R <p<R ·p'=R)= z p3 K '(k p)K B22 +In K (k p) K B22 -K B21] kk . .[ 
pz cd' d mE E ™ p3 a A p . TE p3 P A .., A 
o r3 
(6.47) 
G!,HJ (p = Rc;p' = Rd): 
- B HJ , k B22 K' (k R) nkz (B22 K B21 ) G,,' (p=Rc;p =Rd )=- P3t;Ka TM p3 c + jrojJRc t; ~-t;Kr KTE(kp3Rc) 
G!,EM (p = Rd;P' = Rc): 
_ k2 
G!,EM (p = Rd; p' = R ) = _po_ H(2) (k R ) ~2Dl - A12D2 c jOlE n po d A 
o Ll2 
where 
Dl = kp3~TE [ "( TE H!2) (kp3Rd) - H!2), (kp3Rd)] 
Dl = kp2~TM [ "( TM H!2) (kp3 Rd) - H!2), (kp3Rd)] , 
A2 = AllA22 - A12A21 , 
ZEoH~2) (kpoRd )(1- tr3 )k; 
All = Jr2 ' 
p3 
A12 = kpo [kpo Y TEH~2) (kpoRd) - H~2). (kpoRd)] , 
kp3 
~l = kpo [Er3kpo Y TMH~2) (kpoRd) - H~2). (kpoRd)] , ~3 .. 
.4 = ZJ.l H~2) (kpoRd)( tr3 -l)k; 
L~2 Jr2 ' 
nkz 
ZEi = jroeoEriRd 
nkz 
ZI' = jrolJRd 
p3 
KTM' (kp3 Rd) and 
Y ™ = KTM (kp3Rd) 























G r ( P = / v ’ P , = )= 3 ): 
7M'( p3 Q (Jr R ) , 
JT (It /? PtM"” 3 
nkz _ 3 r I V ^ 
(6.61) 
Finally, the functions E{n,kJ and F(n k ) are required to calculate the far 
zone radiation pattern in equation (3.20). These functions are 
= and (6.62) 
F(n lO = An’IO. (6.63) 
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Chapter 7 
Green's Functions for a Current inside a Triple Layered Cylinder 
In Chapter 4 equivalent principle have been used so that the stripline feed 
aperture coupled microstrip antenna can be separated into two configurations. In 
Chapter 6 the spectral domain Green's functions required for the dielectric coated 
cylinder are derived. In this Chapter, the spectral domain Green's function for a 
current inside a triple layered cylinder are considered. Basically, the approach is 
similar to that used in Chapter 6. Firstly, the field components are expressed in terms 
of auxiliary potentials. Secondly, a set of boundary conditions are used to derived 
the unknown coefficients of the auxiliary potentials. Finally the field components in 
spatial domain are obtained by inverse Fourier transform. 
The required Green's functions are G^/'Cp = = and 
7.1 Expansion of Fields with Auxiliary Potentials 
According to Chapter 6’ the spectral domain potentials can be expressed in 
terms of Bessel functions. Since all the fields are confined in a closed cylinder (the 
cylinder is extended to infinity in z direction), Bessel function of the first kind and the 
second kind are used to construct the spectral domain potentials. The potentials are 
V;M(P z) = A(" ( ‘ P ) + (" d (7.1) 
V;^ E(P " = C(n / 0 (VP)+D(" )i;(M5) (7.2) 
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for Region l{R^<p< and 
v J U p z)= / a j (VP) + F("’A:Ji;(/:p2P) and (7.3) 
yVjE (P " z) = G(n K )Jn (‘P) + K (‘P) (7.4) 
for Region II (/ ^ < p < RJ. In spatial domain, the boundary conditions for a electric 
current on the surface p = are 
p x £ ' = 0 p = (7.5) 
px(E'-E") = 0 p = R, , (7.6) 
= r 9 = R, and (7.7) 
pxE"=0 P = . (7.8) 
and the corresponding boundary conditions in spatial domain are 
J = 0 7.9) 
I • (P = /O = 0 7.10) 
(P = = (P = J 7.11) 
jm^e.iRi, cip Rb J^o^ri^b y P=R, 
(7.12) 
= = = 0 7 . 1 3 ) 
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(7.15) 
= = Oand (7.16) 
f = = (7.17) 
dp 
For a magnetic current at p = /? the boundary conditions in spatial domain 
are 
p x E ' = 0 9 = Ra . (7.18) 
- £ ' ) 0 p = (7.19) 
px(H"-W) = 0 9 = Rt and (7.20) 
-pxE"=M 9 = Rc • (7.21) 
and the boundary conditions in spectral domain are 
¥rM(P = ^ J = 0 7.22) 
f (P = / O = 0 7.23) 
ap 
/^J -er i p22 JUP J = 0 7.24) 
— = T ^ i T ^ " ^ (p ap / jm.EriRb dp J^o^rl^b ^ p=R, 
(7.25) 
2i (p > = ’ 7.26) 
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= = J = 0 7.27) 
+ (P = - “ ^ ^ = Rb), 
ap p-Rb b Mi? 
(7.28) 
= =0 and (7.29) 
= = . (7. 
mo^rl 
7.2 Green's Functions in Spectral Domain 
To define the field uniquely, the boundary conditions are enforced to the 
tangential fields so that the Green's functions are derived. 
6 ’ (p /V P = 













= — ^ ^ u w - y ( w 
L i “ 7.35) 
+ Z , , ’ i) 1 ) 
pi 
7 K (7.36) 
jm e 
2 Z (7.37) 
(7.38) 
‘ ^ 
• = ( M ^ ) - a W 2 p ) • ) 
Jn(K2^c) (7.41) 
r W ^ c ) ’ 
Jn (7.42) 
a ^ ^ 7 ^ 
n _ j r2 (7.43) 
P“ W 
-nk, (7.44) 
A^ CXI(P) ( V P ) - a / ” ( V P ) 7.45) 
( 7.46) 
J n i K A ) and (7.47) 
’ ( 1 ) (7.48) 
a ! • 
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;p’= ) 
Gtr (P = K;P = = (7.49) 
where 
7 . 5 0 ) 
, ( 7 . 5 1 ) 
^ (7.52) 
D21 = and (7.53) 
n - _ c (7.54) 
" 2 2 ^ 2 2 • 
For the case of microstrip line feed aperture coupled microstrip antenna, the 
spectral domain Green's functions p / ^ = and 6 " (p = = 
are required. Since microstrip line feed is a special case of stripline feed, these 
Green's functions are derived by letting R, tends to zero and the superscript C is used 
to distinguish with the stripline feed Green's functions. The Green's functions are 







Q 11 2 - 21 (7.57) 





L 7 . 5 9 ) 
po 
As =^11^22-^12^21 7.60) 








_ J (k^oK) (7.65) 







































































































































Conclusion and Recommendations 
8.1 Conclusions 
A rigorously analysis of a microstrip antenna mounted on spherical or 
cylindrical surface is presented. Knowledge of curvature effect on the characteristics 
of microstrip antenna is important in design conformal antenna. Some aspects has 
been considered in this thesis : 
1. Input impedane far zone radiation pattern and resonant radiation resistance of 
circular microstrip antenna printed on spherical surface, 
2. Input impedance, far zone radiation pattern and resonant radiation resistance 
of annular ring microstrip antenna printed on spherical surface, 
3. Resonant radiation resistance of wraparound microstrip antenna on spherical 
surface, 
4. Mutual coupling between rectangular microstrip antennas on cylindrical 
surface, 
5. Input impedance and far zone radiation pattern of rectangular microstrip 
antenna with parasitic elements on cylindrical surface 
6. Input impedance of stripline feed slot antenna and aperture coupled microstrip 
antenna on cylindrical surface, 
7 Input impedance of microstrip line feed slot antenna and aperture coupled 
microstrip antenna on cylindrical surface. 
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Generally, the analysis is based an integral equaion which involves spectral 
domain Green's function and the currents. The integral equation is solved by using 
moment methods. Once the various current are determined, the input impedance, 
mutual coupling and far zone radiation pattern are computed. 
8.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
This work presents an effective way for analyzing input impedance, mutual 
coupling and aperture coupled feed of microstrip antenna mounted on spherical and 
cylindrical surface. However, only a limited aspects of the problem of conformal 
antenna has been considered. It is by no means complete. The following areas are 
recommended for future investigation: 
1 All the above calculations are based upon radial eigenfunction expansions. 
These eigenfunction expansions are poorly convergent when the radius of the 
cylinder or sphere becomes electrically large. It is worth to consider the 
asymptotic high frequency solution or angular eigenfunction expansion for 
electrically large host body. 
2. Rigorous modeling of the coaxial probe feed excitation which may involves 
the Green's function for dielectric substrate embedded vertical current 
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Appendices 
A. Vector Legendre Series 
In Chapter 2 vector Legendre series is used to simplify the radiation problem 
of spherical microstrip antenna. The vector Legendre series is defined as 
F{Q)= i r (w ,m,e )F (w) and (A.l) 
n=m 





“ 3 C ( c o s 9 ) -7mC(cos9)" 
r mA - ^ s i n e and (A.5) 
-jmP (cosd) aC(cose) 
. ^ 9 6 _ 
2n(n + l)(n + m)l (A.6) 
Proof: 
Multiply Equation (A.l) with L(/,m,e)sine and integrate the resulting 
equation from OtoK with respect to 9, the right hand side becomes 
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^ JJ Z{n, m’ 9)1(/, m, e)/(w) sin QdQ 
n~m (A.7) 
= X 
/i=m I2 / j 
where 
/ = r [“ h (cos e) r (cos e) + ^ ( ^ s e ) / r (cos e)1 sin m 
^ Jo [ do 39 sine . 
(A.8) 
2n(n + l)(n + m)l … 
^ (2n + l ) (n-m)! 
0 if n = l 
according to the orthogonal property of Legendre function [48] and 
_ a / r ( c o s e ) / r ( c o s e ) a / f (cose) c ( c o s 9 ) 1 
72= [ ^ ^ ^ s i n e J 
=7>n[Pr (cos e)P,"(cose)]" . (A.9) 
= 0 
Therefore, (A.7) becomes 
S(n,m)J(n) ( .1 
end of proof 
The Parseval's theorem for the vector Legendre series have been used to 
determine the elements of the impedance matrix (Equation (2.30)) and the radiation 
power of the antenna (Equation (2.56)). The proof for the theorem given below 
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"1+ oo 
= X E ( w m e) 1 
Jo 
oo 
=y 1+ (n) r+ (w m’ e) 2 )sin Odd 
^ ^ Jo 
n-m 
oo ^^ ^ 




where "+" designates complex conjugate transpose and = L(w m 0). 
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B. Surface Current for Spherical Microstrip Antenna 
The current distributions derived from cavity model theory has been used as 
the basis functions in chapter two. In cavity model theory, no variation of axial 
electric feed inside the dielectric substrate is assumed so that the dominant modes are 
the TM modes. The surface current distribution can be expressed in terms of the 
magnetic field under the patch. 
xw" r (B.i) 
and the magnetic field inside the patch is 
and (B.2) 
® rsine 3(|) 
_ 1 (B.3) 
" 7 30 
where 
A = \aI (kr) + Bt m l c r (COS 0) + DQ (cos 6)] . (B.4) 
r • V JL 
Therefore, the surface current distribution are 
J = Hq 
(B.6) 
Jni^ [ ( k r ) + Bt {kr)\[CP (cos 0) + DQ (cos 9 ) . 
rsin0 
By applying the boundary conditions of the cavity, the surface current is 
obtained. The boundary conditions of the cavity are 
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/e( r ,0 = ei,(t)) = 0 and (B.7) 
/e(r e = e2 (^ ) = 0 (B.8) 
and then surface current for 0 is 
- a / r (cose) P r (cos9,) aa"(cos9) _ 
P f m - " " " G r ( c o s e i ) ae (B.9) 
s i n e t V a (cosGi) ) 
where v satisfies the transcendental equation 
(cos 02)2 ' ( c o s e i ) - P r (cosei)Gr (cos 02) = 0 . (B.IO) 
From the definition of vector Legendre series, the transformed surface are 




~ 22 ( +1) r p ; ( c o s e ^ r c c o s e o ) 
r , v r m + l r , v r m 1 1 a",(cose2)sin2e2 Q (cos0i)sin^ , 
S(n,m) r ( n K 2 ” • 
(B.12) 
In deriving equation (B.ll) and (B.12), the orthogonal property of the 
Legendre function and the relation 
.[6’] pssn 9JB 
(era) ” + ‘ - ( ” • “ 
I T+ ^ T _ - ^ T [ 
rl + Aj^l^I+rl+Aj^ 
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C. Modified Reciprocity Theorem 
The reciprocity theorem for complex field is derived as follow as it has been 
employed to derive the voltage matrix (Equation (2.31)): Let (EiMi) be the fields 
generated, in the volume V bounded by a closed surface S, by a volume electric 
current J^  (/=1 2)’ the curl equations for the Maxwell equation of complex field are 
VxH- = -mEi + 7- and (C. 1) 
VxE- = ji^jH* (C.2) 
where "*" designates complex conjugate of the field. 
Using the vector identity W'(ExH)^HVxE-EVxH^^q get 
-V• ( X + X ^ r ) = ^ r + • J* . (C.3) 
Integrating (C.3) over the volume V and converting the volume integral of the 
divergence to a surface integral by using divergence theorem. Equation (C.3) 
becomes 
- l i E , xH^yds = . (C.4) 
Let all sources and matter are of finite extent. By taking the surface S to infinite large 
and assume there is a small loss in the medium, I , xH* attenuates faster than the 
grows of the surface area so that the left hand side of equation (C.4) is vanished and 
then we get. 
\ (E, J = 0 or 
J , 1 (C.5) 
J ; ) = J ; ) 
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where Vi is the volume of source i. 
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D. Spherical Bessel Functions and Legendre Functions 
The spherical Bessel functions with fractional order can be expressed in terms 
of hypergeometric function 
r (v + l /2)V^cos(m/2) V , 2 + i ; 3 , 2 ; ? ) 
^ r ( v / 2 + l /2 ) (D.i) 
r ( v / 2 + l/2)V^sin(vK/2) +1Z2 
2 r (v /2 + l /2 ) 
for |jc| < 1 and v^-1,-2,-3,... and 
P,(z) = F(-v,v + l ; l ; ^ ) (D.2) 
where F is the hypergeometric function. 
Some relations are also used in the analysis. These relations are Wronskian of 
Legendre functions 
P = ^  2 _ _ (D.3) 
2 2 
Recursive relations: 
= i^ + l ) !X+ iW-^+ l )2vW)] D.4) 
X -I 
P (JC) = (V + l)[Pv+I - ] D.5) 
X - 1 
(2V + 1K -v/Vi and (D.6) 
rv+l >  v + 1 
n , • (2v + l ) aU)-vQv- iW (D.7) 
C^v+i v + 1 • 
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Orthogonal property : 
dx dx 2L dx & 
vi(vi+i)+v2(v2+i)i[(i ) 1 y p 
Vi(Vi+l)-V2(V2 + l) 2L V ‘ dx dx Ji^ 
(D.8) 
where yi is Legendre function of the first kind or the second kind. 
The relations for the derivatives of the Legendre functions are 
r ( 1 ^ ^ and (D.9) 
Q; (- ^ ^ • (D.io) 
The following properties of spherical Bessel function are frequently used. 
2 ( ^ - 1 ) 
BAx) = ^ - _2 D.l l ) 
X 
B = and (D.12) 
V : • + ) V . (D.13) 
JC 
For large value of v, the asymptotic formulas are used to implement the 
Bessel function. The formulas are 
vtanha-va f 1 / i 5 \ 1 
T “ e Jj I - cotha——coth^a + … and (D.14) 
v U 24 j J 
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va-vtanha f i e \ ^ 
y = h - - co tha - coth'a + … • (D.15) 
V V7c/2vtanhal 8 24 J 
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E. Approximated Green's functions G and G^ for large n 
The equation (D.M) and (D.15) are used to approximate the Green's function 
in Chapter 2 when v/jc>70.The Green's function used in Chapter 2 are 
Gee(n) = , , (E.l) 
1 jYoU b) j Y , H , m (E.2) 
d (n) H ( M ) H3' m 
and 
a ( ,) H i ( M 0 H 2 _ or (E.3) 
1 _ -7T.H (Kb) I (E.4) 
The first terms of equation (E.2) and (E.4) is approximated as 
H ( M ) f ’ ( M ) 
UKb) 
tiKb) 




v = n + l / 2 (E.6) 
1 
n + — 
and cosh a „ = — — - . (E.7) 
“ K b 
Therefore, we have 
)_ 1 . (E.8) 
Hi’ (k^b) V tanh [(v-l)(a„_ tanha”— -V((x„-tanh(x„)] _ ^ 
\ (v- l) tanha„_i Kb 
On the other hand, we have 




J ikaHJY m (E.IO) 
' J m - i t m 
A 




[ _ + ^ ) [ _ - ( H 
U^jkb) V In _ ) 
^ ^ ^ [ / _ +1’ + ) ’ ’ ( ― 
” Y m 
~ • 
” Y m 
(E.11) 
y m 
J, t m (E.13) 
/"S ~ 
Y m 
then using equation (D.15), we have 
1 
•p ‘ ‘ ‘- ‘ ” 
1 Vtanh(X„ (fl)y(v-l)(P„_i-tanhP„_i)-v(a„-tanha„)] _ _ ^ tailh (X„ ( U 
^(v-l)tanhp„_i Kb) 




b ft b v(<x„-tanh(x„)"(v-l)(<x„-l-t«iha„ 1)] g 
v-l)tanh(x„-i vtanhoc” 
F2 - = ~ 
^ ^[(v-l)(P„-i -tanhP„_, )-(v-l)(a„_i -tanha„_i)] _ J } _ . 
\(v-l)tanhp„_i kb 
a - tanhP" )-(v-l)(a„—1 -tanha„_i)] 
V hP„ 
( E . 1 5 ) 
1 
n + — 
where c o s h p „ = — 2 - . (E.16) 
M 
Finally, 
I ^ b ) ^ J„(kb)-Fj„'(ka) 
H 3 , _ ” „ ’ (m-F^l'ika) (E.17) 
where 
G. = E.18) 
Nvtanhoc” 
a [(v-l)(tanhp„_i p„_i)-v(tanha„ a„)] 
” ^ T i i y i ^ e (E.19) 
n a [^v(tanhP„-Pj-v(tanha,-aj] ^^^ 
b ^[ (v- l ) ( tanha„ , i -a„_i ) -v( tanha„-a j ] _ ^ ^ — — . E . 2 0 ) 
3 = ^(v-l)tanha„_i kb V vtanha„ 
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Similarly, 
H2( = ( e . 2 1 ) 
H2’ m “ H'n'' 
where 
™ - (E.22) 
A 
^ - 1 + '2 : for large n. 
y„m 
then 
iUkb) — JJkb)-Fj„(ka) 
H2’ m ” : m - p J n m (E.23) 
-
where 
F J n _ 
‘ (E.24) 
tanh (3^  f b^ [V(a” tanhaj—v(p tanhPj] 6 
\ t a n h a „ \ a j 
P V m 
4 t m 
VtanhP” f^V[(v-l)(a„_i-tanha„_i)-v(P„-tanhP„)] (£.25 ) 
n I tanh P” f j^ \[v(a„-tanha„)-v(P„-tanhP„)] 
kb\tanha„{aj 
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G, = b E.26) 
Y vtanha„ 
Q _ b ^v(tanhP„-PJ-v(tanha„-aJ j (E.27) 
Q _ I ^ ^(v-l)(tanha„_i-a„_i)-v(tanha„-a„) 
' ” 1 (E.28) 
_ ^ b ^v(tanhp„-pj-v(tanha„-a„) 
anhp„ . 
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F. Current Distributions for Cylindrical Rectangular Microstrip Antenna 
Entire domain basis functions have been used to expand the unknown surface 
current distribution in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The surface current expression for a 
rectangular patch with length width 2(t)^  centered at ((t),,ZJ and mounted on 
a dielectric coated cylinder with outer radius b is 
y((|),z) = /((|))/(z) (F.i) 
where 
/((])) = - T T c < L F.2) 
2(|) ft 
= (Z + Z j l + and oddm (F.3) 
The current distribution in spectral domain is 
mK) = J(n)J{K) (F.4) 
where 
/ (n )= / ” • 
Jo 





= U l ( 1 z, 
2 Z , ‘ 
mn 
7 





G. Evaluation of V, and Wl 
The matrix elements (equation (3.16)) V (equation (3.15)) and 
V (equation (3.29)) derived in Chapter 3 are simplified based on the even and odd 
properties for k^ and n of their integrands. By separate the basis functions for the 
unknown surface into two parts as 
J(n iU = Ji(n ) U W r " G.l) 
where 
mn 
JI(" U = ^ i J ^ c o s U A ) (G.2) 
we have 
J ( - n iU = Ji(" and (G.3) 
J(n - i U = « i^(" . G.4) 
Let 
(" " _ p G.5) 
c 
~ J P^ B EJ / 1 \ 
the properties of the spectral domain Green's functions G, (n, k:) and G^ (n, k,) are 
6v(ai -^z) = -6v( G.7) 
( " and (G.8) 
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• (n -kz):6r(n kz) . (G.9) 
Because of the above mentioned properties, Z ” V^ and V ^  can be 
simplified as 
Z, = "\n,kz JlXn,K LX-n,-K dK 
= - 2 Jo :’ u J i ; ( “ " > o s ( c r J ] — “Zc, -
n=0 
(G.IO) 
V r { _ ) " p k > z 
9 IT ^ *-Jp=/?3 P 
^ oo 
= 1 6v(n U«^iL( ) (' z 
2Tr ^^J 
n=— 




= i { 5p,-(p " i u " p k > @ " - w ^ z i^m 9 ^ J ooUp=/?3 Pz /l=-oo 












c 0)6^6,3 P A p L A A 
The first term of the integral is 
J r coe,e,3 A 
= (G.14) 
and the second term is 
C f w h x -
p 
• 2 , .1] 3P) 
. " 2 2 , r + P ) ) - a )( p +P))r/ 
^ T J J o 
(G.15) 
By Taylor's series expansion, the numerator of the integrand becomes 
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(^3 (K + p)) - ChEK” (Rc + P)) 
1 f A- ^ (G.16) 
and then the second term becomes 
J : ' P ^ / r ^ - z r }/p 
- J j c 2 K A l l inf 
(G.17) 
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H. Deformation of Integration Path 
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4’ there are integrations with respect with k^. Along 
the real axis of the k” there are zeros for the integrand denominator because of the 
presence of surface wave poles. Besides, branch point is located at k! [50]. In 
order to avoid finding the surface wave poles and smoothing the integrand, the path 
of the integration is deformed into the first quadrant as shown in Fig. H. 1 
Lh Deformed path [Z I • 
Fig. H. 1 Path of integration in k^  plane 
Theoretically the heights and length and L, are arbitrary; However, it 
is difficult to calculate the Bessel functions accurately if the heights are too great and 
the integrand change rapidly if the heights are too small because of the presence of 
surface wave poles on the real axis. It has been found that there is no visible change 
for the integrals when the heights L“ and L, lie between 0.5 and k . 
Furthermore, there is only branch singularity for unbounded region so that 
only k = A: is the branch point and there is no branch point for the feeding structure 
of aperture coupled structures. 
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1. Hankel functions 
Along the integral path, different subroutines are employed to implement the 
Hankel functions. On the path L” modified Bessel functions are used. They are 
= and (LI) 
and then the Bessel functions or the Hankel functions can be expressed in terms of 
the modified Bessel functions as 
YS-jx) = L4) 
71 
= and (1.5) 
71 
H(: i-jx) = 2( - jY h - - X • 1.6) 
71 
The derivative of the Bessel function is derived using the recursive relation 
B “ ) = B„ fB„ . (L7) 
A' 
On the complex k: plane, series expressions for Bessel functions are 
employed to calculate r and Y,{z), where n>\ is determined with 
the recursive relation. 
r v V 
J r,) J L ] ' f l j J L (1.8) 
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r ( z ) = ^ l n ( z / 2 ) + T}]/ ( z ) - 2 | : ( - l , ^ L9) 
| [{ ln (z /2 ) + T - l } ] / I - and (LIO) 
= U l ) 
z 
where T = 0.57721566490 (Euler's constant). 
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J. Current Distributions for Aperture Coupled Antenna 
Electric surface current distribution for the antenna patch of an aperture 
coupled antenna is expanded by a set of entire domain function as described in 
Appendix F. On the other hand, we have to define the electric field at the aperture 
and the electric current distribution on the stripline (or microstrip line ). 
Since the high impedance level of the microstrip line feed or stripline feed slot 
antenna at resonance, they are not useful in antenna application so that only a single 
mode piecewise sinusoidal function is used to expand the magnetic current 
distribution even though the length of the slot is not electrical small. In addition, the 
dimensions of the aperture for an aperture coupled antenna is much smaller than the 
resonant length so that a single mode piecewise sinusoidal function is adequate to 
present the actual field distribution. The expression is 
(L \ 
sin/:, - f - K ^ L ,Ti 
= L and M < Y (J.D 
where A:, is the effective wavenumber. One of the possible choice is the arithmetic 
mean of the wavenumber in the two regions adjacent to the slot, i.e. 
a 2 ) 
V 2 y 
On the surface of the stripline line or microstrip line, a uniform z-directed 
traveling wave is assumed, i.e. 
yV for and oo<z<oo (J.3) 
•‘ Wj- ^ 
where the propagation constant k, is approximated by empirical formulas: 
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(J.4) 
for symmetric stripline and 
kf = V i > J.5) 
where 
. , ^ (J.6) 
‘ 2 2 l + 12h^/W, 
for asymmetric stripline or microstrip line. 
The spectral domain form of equation (J.l) and (J.3) are 
where 
f L \ 
sin it, “ 
. , 4 Jo A 2 y 
r r L1 r L 1 
e 2 o 
f L 
Ik^Uosk^^-cosn— 




and (J. 8) 
“ K W j i 
= (J.9) 
where 
/ J-Wf/2R, Wf 
. ( W A (J. 10) 
sm n — 
1 I 2 / ? J 
^-rtr 
and 
J,(IO = f e * e - j 'dz 
J “ (J. 11) 
= + . 
Finally the length compensation for the open end A/ used in equation (4.42) 
and the characteristic impedance of the of a stripline or microstrip line are given by 
A/= 0.4/12 and (U2) 
12071 (J. 13) 
Z [ / + 1 - 3 9 3 + 0.667\n{w^ fh^ + L444)] 
for microstrip line or asymmetric stripline and 
= (J.M) 
45 + 2W, y 
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for symmetric stripline. 
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K. Evaluation of AV Y^^, F” V and Z,. 
The expressions AV (equation (4.13)) (equation (4.33)) } 2(equation 
(4.34) y^^equation (4.35)) V (equation (4.36)) and Z,.(equation (4.37)) derived in 
Chapter 4 are simplified based on the even and odd properties of k^  and nof their 
integrands. 
For there is a delta function in the integral of AV it can be reduced to 
= X G / ^ (n, K )Jf ^n.K )e (-n, -K )dK 
— (K.1) 
t G "' (n. -k, )J, (n)e (-n, k^ )dK 
Since "’ J < ( " U and J / n ) are even functions for n, AV 
becomes 
AV - ("’- ( - " /) z (K.2) 
V^o 1=0 
Besides, it can easily be shown that the spectral domain Green's functions 
’ ( … ’ M(n,kz are even functions for both n 
and kz so that we have 
J oo 
- — (K.3) 
n=0 
Ye^Rc X (" U g > ’ K ( - " - U Z 
‘ (K.4) 
= , " <)[”(“ z and 
rt=0 
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Ki = Rc E n,kSnn,IO~e: 
^^^ Y—OE T 
— (K.5) 
= 2 R , X 8 „ [ ( j t , K K ( - n , - K . 
n=0 
For Vi and Z, .’ they are implemented using equation (G.IO) and (G.ll). 
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L. Program Listing for stripline Feed Aperture Coupled Microstrip Antenna 
C i. The input impedance of an aperture-coupled microstrip antenna 
C mounted on a metallic cylinder, stripline is used as input line 
C ii. Only z-directed surface current and phi-directed magnetic current 
C are assumed 
C iii. The number of basis is 1-9 
C vi. reciprocity theorem is used in formulation 
C 









1 1.256637061E-6 2.997956377E8/ 
READ(**) FACTOR NMAX NSECT NMODE 
WRITE(**) 'Enter the INPUT and OUTPUT filename' 
READ(*,101) INPUT—NAME 
READ(*,101) OUTPUT.NAMEL 
READ(*,101) OUTPUT NAME2 
101 FORMAT(A8) 
C 
C Input data :stripline: W_FJER1 H1 ER3 H1 
C : aperture: L_A W_A (L_A > W_A) 
C : antenna: L_P,W_P,ER2,H2 
C : hollow cylinder radius: RG 





WRITE(**) FACTO NMAX NSECT NMODE 
WRITE(1 *) FACT0R,NMAX,NSECT,NM0DE 
WRITE(1*) ’ FEEDLINE: ' W_F, ERl HI ER3 H3 
\VRITE(1*) , APERTURE: ' L_A W_A 
WRITEd*)' PATCH :’ L_P W_P’ER2 H2 
WRITE(1*)' CYLINDER: '.RG 
WRITE(1*)'ZINYE1YE2' 
WRITE(3*) FACTOR,NMAX,NSECT,NMODE 
WRITEP ” • FEEDLINE: ’ W_F, ERl, HI ’ ER3, H3 
WRrrE(3*) ‘ APERTURE: • L_A W_A 
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WRITE(3,*), PATCH : , L_P, W_P, ER2, H2 
WRITE(3*) ’ CYLINDER: ’ RG 
WRnE(3,*) ,YA DEL_V’ 
RA = RG+H3 
RB=RA+H1 
RC = RB+H2 
PHI_WF = W_F/RA 
PHI_LA = L_A/RB 
P H I _ W P = W _ P / R C 
DIV = FRANGE/5 
DO 1031=1,11 
C 
C INPUT IMPEDANCE AT FREQUENCY F 
C 
F = Fo- FRANCE +DIV*(I-1) 
OMEGA = 2*PI*F 
Ko = OMEGA/VLIGHT 
K1 = SQRT(ERl)*Ko 
K2 = SQRT(ER2)*Ko 
K3 = SQRT(ER3)*Ko 
C 
C STRIPLINE : POZAR, MICROWAVE ENGINEERING, P.179 
C MICROSTRIPLINE : POZAR, MICROWAVE ENGINEERING, P.185 
C 
IF ( (ERl .EQ. ER3 ) .AND. ( HI .EQ. H 3 ) ) THEN 
ZC = 30*PI/SQRT(ER1)*(H1+H3)/(W_F+0.441*(H1+H3)) 
BETA = SQRT(ER1) * Ko 
ELSE 
IF(ER3 .EQ. 1) THEN 
E_EFF=(ERl+l)/2+(ERl-l)/2/SQRT(l+12*Hl/W_F) 
ZC = 120*PI/SQRT(E_EFF)/(W_F/H1+1.393+0.667*LOG(W_F/H1+1.444)) 
BETA = SQRT(E_EFF) * Ko 
ELSE 
IF ( (ERl .GT. ER3) .AND. (ER1-ER3 .LT. 0.11) .AND. 
1(H1 .EQ. H3))THEN 
E_EFF = (ERl+ER3)/2 
ZC = 30*PI/SQRT(E_EFF)*(H1+H3)/(W_F+0.441*(H1+H3)) 
BETA = SQRT(E_EFF) * Ko 
ELSE 






C A. Calculate the elements of the matrix equation 
C for the antenna-aperture configuration 
C Calculate the self admittance of the aperture and DEL_V 
C 
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DO N1 = l NMODE 
VM(N1) = 0 
YAI(N1)=0 
YA2(N1) = 0 
DO N2=l,NMODE 




YE2 = 0 
DEL—V = 0 
C 
C STRIPLINE : KAI CHANG P.92 
C MICROSTRIPLINE : POZAR -- PAPER 
C THE LINE IS EXTENDED TO INFINITY 
C 
IF ( (ERl .EQ. ER3 ) .AND. ( HI .EQ. H3 ) ) THEN 
DELTA = (H1+H3)»LOG(2.0)/PI 




DEL_L = 0.4*H1 
ELSE 
IF ((ERl .GT. ER3) .AND. (ER1-ER3 .LT. 0.11) .AND. 
1 (HI .EQ. H3) ) THEN 
DELTA = (H1+H3)*LOG(2.0)/PI 
DEL_L = ATAN( (DELTA+2*W_F)/(4*DELTA+2*W_F)*TAN(BETA*DELTA)) 
1 /BETA 
ELSE 





ZSTUB = - J*ZC*COT(BETA*(L_P/2+DEL_L)) 
CALL MATRIX(ZMN,VM,YEl,YE2,DEL_V,YAI,NMODE) 
C 
C B. Calculate the input impedance 
C 
CALL LINCG(NMODE,ZMN,9,IZMN,9) 
DO N1 = l,NMODE 
DON2=l,NMODE 
YA2(N1) = YA2(N1) + YAI(N1)*IZMN(N2,N1) 
END DO 
END DO 
YA = 0 
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DO N1 = l NMODE 
YA = YA + VM(N1)*YA2(N1) 
END DO 
WRITE(* *) 'ZSTUB-Zo', ZSTUB^C 
ZIN = -ZC*DEL_V**2/(YE1+YE2+YA)+ZSTUB 
REF = (ZIN-ZC)/(ZIN + ZC) 
WRITE(*,102) F/1E9, REAL(ZIN), AIMAG(ZIN), REAL(-yel), 
1 AIMAG(-yel), REAL(-ye2), AIMAG(-ye2) 
WRITE(1,102) F/1E9, REAL(ZIN), AIMAG(ZIN), REAL(-yel), 
1 AIMAG(-yel), REAL(-Ye2), AIMAG(-Ye2) 
W R I T E ( * , 1 0 2 ) F / 1 E 9 , R E A L ( - Y A ) , A I M A G ( - Y A ) , 
1 REAL(DEL_V), AIMAG(DEL_V) 
WRITE(3,102) F/1E9, REAL(-YA), AIMAG(-YA) 





C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C ^ ^ ^ 
c 
c Subroutine to evalutate the matrix elements, YEl, YE2, DEL_V and Yai 
C 
C i. The path of integration is deformed to eliminate 









DATA E O Ja>I UO VUGHT/8.854E-12 (0 l) 3.141592654 
1 ,1.256637061E-6,2.997956377E8/ 
C 
C Matrix element, YEl YE2 and YAI 
C 
C a, integrate for kz<ko 
C 
DO Nl = l.NMODE 
TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
DO N2=l ,NMODE 




TEMP_YE1 = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
WRITE(**) ,<Ko, 
XL = 0 
XU = 0.1*Ko 
CALL MATOIXKZ_SMALL(TEMP_ZMN,TEMP_VM,TEMP_YE1,TEMP_YE2,TEMP_YAI 
1 XU 12 NMODE) 
DONl = l NMODE 
VM(N1) = VM(N1) + TEMP_VM(N1) 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1) + TEMP_YAI(N1) 
TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
DO N2 = l’NMODE 
ZMN(N1,N2) = ZMN(N1,N2) + TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) 
TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
YEI =YE1 + TEMP_YE1 
YE2 = YE2 + TEMP_YE2 
TEMP—YEI = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
C 
C b. integrate in complex plane 
C 
WRITE(*,*) 'UP-PARALLEL TO IMAGINARY AXIS' 
ZL = 0.1*ko 
ZU = 0.1*Ko+J*0.5*Ko 
CALLMATOIXKZ(TEMP_ZMN,TEMP_VM,TEMP_YE1,TEMP_YE2,TEMP_YAI 
1 ^^U,16,NMODE) 
DO N1 = l NMODE 
VM(N1) = VM(N1) + TEMP_VM(N1) 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1) + TEMP_YAI(N1) 
TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
D0N2=1 ,NM0DE 
ZMN(N1,N2) = ZMN(N1,N2) + TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) 
TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
YEI = YEI + TEMP.YEl 
YE2 = YE2 + TEMP_YE2 
TEMP.YEl = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
w r i t e r * ) 'H-PARALLEL TO REAL AXIS' 
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ZL = ZU 
ZU= 1.8*Ko+J*0.5*Ko 
CALLMATRIXKZ(TEMP_ZMN,TEMP_VM,TEMP_YE1,TEMP_YE2,TEMP_YAI 
1 »ZLZU’32 NMODE) 
D O N l = l,NMODE 
VM(N1) = VM(N1) + TEMP_VM(N1) 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1) + TEMP_YAI(N1) 
TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
D O N 2 = l,NMODE 
ZMN(N1,N2) = ZMN(N1 N2) + TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) 
TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
YEl = YEl + TEMP_YE1 
YE2 = YE2 + TEMP-YE2 
TEMP-YEl = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
WRITE(**) 'H-PARALLEL TO REAL AXIS' 
ZL = ZU 
ZU= 3.5*Ko+J*0.5*Ko 
CALLMATRIXKZ(TEMP_ZMN,TEMP_VM,TEMP_YE1,TEMP_YE2,TEMP_YAI 
1 32 NMODE) 
DO N1 = l,NMODE 
VM(N1) = VM(N1) + TEMP_VM(N1) 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1) + TEMP_YAI(N1) 
TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
DON2=l ,NMODE 
ZMN(N1,N2) = ZMN(N1 N2) + TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) 
TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
YEl = YEl + TEMP_YE1 
YE2 = YE2 + TEMP_YE2 
TEMP—YEl = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
YVRITE(*,*) 'DOWN-PARALLEL TO IMAGINARY AXIS' 
ZL = ZU 
ZU = 3.5*Ko 
CALL MATRIXKZ(TEMP_ZMN TEMP-VM TEMP_YE1 TEMP_YE2 TEMP_YAI 
1 ;2;U 16 NMODE) 
DO N1 = l,NMODE 
VM(Nl) = VM(N1) + TEMP_VM(N1) 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1) + TEMP_YAI(N1) 
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TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
DO N2 = l,NMODE 
ZMN(N1’N2) = ZMN(N1,N2) + TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) 
TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
Y E 1 = Y E 1 + T E M P _ Y E 1 
YE2 = YE2 + TEMP_YE2 
TEMP_YE1 = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
C 
C c. integrate along real axis kz>ko 
C 
WRITE(**) 'REAL AXIS >Ko' 
DINTER = Ko*FACTOR/NSECT 
XU = REAL(ZU) 
D 0 102JJ=1 NSECT 
XL = XU 
XU = XL + DINTER 
CALL MATRIXKZ_REAL(TEMP_ZMN TEMP_VM TEMP_YE1 T E M P - Y E 2 T E M P YAI 
1 X U 12 N M O D E ) 
D O N l = l NMODE 
VM(N1) = VM(N1) + TEMP_VM(N1) 
YAI(N1) = YAI(Nl) + TEMP_YAI(N1) 
TEMP_VM(N1)=0 
TEMP_YAI(N1) = 0 
DO N2 = l,NMODE 
ZMN(N1,N2) = ZMN(N1,N2) + TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) 
TEMP_ZMN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
YEl = YEl + TEMP.YEl 
YE2 = YE2 + TEMP_YE2 
TEMP-YEl = 0 
TEMP_YE2 = 0 
102 CONTINUE 
YEl = 2*RB*YE1 
YE2 = 2*RB*YE2 
CALL DEL_VOLTAGE(DEL_V,NMAX) 
DEL_V = -RB*DEL_V/SQRT(ZC) 
DONI = I NMODE 
VM(N1) = 2*RC*VM(N1) 
Y A I ( N 1 ) = 2 * R B * Y A I ( N 1 ) 
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DON2=L,NMODE 







C Numerical integration using Gaussian quadrature 









REALCJlA(19) CJlB(19) CJ2B(19) CJ2C(19) CJOC(19) 
1 CJ3G(19),CJ3A(19), 
1 CYlA(19) CYlB(19) CY2B(19) CY2C(19) CYOC(19) 
1 CY3G(19) CY3A(19) 
COMPLEX ZMN(9,9),ZMNKN(9,9),VM(9),VMKN(9),YEl,YEIKN 
1 ,YE2,YE2KN,YAI(9),YAIKN(9),J 
COMPLEX* 16 JKP3RG,YKP3RG,JKP3RA,YKP3RA 





C O M P L E X * 16 KTM,DKTM,KTE,DKTE,KAE,KCE,KCF,A11 
1 BLL B12 B21 B22 DETER GZZ GPFFLZ 
C O M P L E X * 16 B T M , B T E , Z E O Z E 2 Z M U , G A M M A _ T E , G A M M A _ T M , D 1 , D 2 
1 ,A12,A21,A22,GZPHI 
COMPLEX*16 AL_1 AL 2 KA1 KA2,DKA1 DKA2, 
1AL_A BL_A AL_B’BL_B KA KB DKA DKB ZE1 GAMMA1 GAMMA2 
1 Pl;i^A;C DKTMRB’KTERB GPHIPHIl GPfflPffl2 
COMMON /PARAMETER/ERl 2 ER3 Hl H2 H3 W_AX^_P,Ko Kl K2 K3 


































































DATANS/1,3 7 15 25 37 53 77 109 157/ 
IF (NN .GE. 64) THEN 




DO 100LL = 1, 10 
N = NQ(LL) 
NP= NS(LL) 
IF (NN .LE. NQ(LL)) GOTO 101 
100 CONTINUE 
101 NE = NP + N - 1 
AX = .5*PCU + XL) 
BX = (XU-XL)/2 . 
D 0 102JJ = NP, NE,2 
DX = Q(JJ)*BX 
DO AAA = 1,2 
IF (AAA .EQ.2)DX = -DX 
KZ = AX+DX 
DONl = l,NMODE 
N2 = 2*N1-1 
JZKZ(N1) = 2*N2*PI/L_P * COS(KZ*L_P/2) / 
1 ((N2*PI/L_P)**2 - KZ**2 ) 
END DO 
EZKZ = SIN(KZ*W_Ay2) / (KZ*W_A/2) 
KPl = SQRT(K1**2 - KZ**2) 
KP2 = SQRT(K2**2 - KZ**2) 
KP3 = SQRT(K3**2 - KZ**2) 
KPo = SQRT(Ko**2 - KZ**2) 
KPIRA = KP1*RA 
KP1RB = KP1*RB 
KP2RB = KP2*RB 
KP2RC = KP2*RC 
KP3RG = KP3*RG 
KP3RA = KP3*RA 
KPoRC = KPo*RC 
IF(NMAX.EQ.O)THEN 
KMAX = NMAX + 2 
ELSE 












CALL BSYS(0. KP2RB KMAX CY2B) 




DONl = l NMODE 
VMKN(N1) = 0 
YAIKN(N1)=0 
DO N2= l,NMODE 
ZMNKN(N1,N2) = 0 
END DO 
END DO 
YE1KN = 0 
YE2KN = 0 
DO 105 KN = 0 NMAX 
IF(KN .EQ.O)THEN 
H2KPoRC = CJOC(l) - J*CYOC(l) 
DH2KPoRC = -CJOC(2) + PCYOC(2) 
JKP3RG = CJ3G(1) 
YKP3RG = CY3G(1) 
JKP3RA = CJ3A(1) 
YKP3RA = CY3 A(l) 
DJKP3RG = -CJ3G(2) 
DYKP3RG = -CY3G(2) 
DJKP3RA = -CJ3A(2) 
DYKP3RA = -CY3A(2) 
JKP1RA = CJ1A(1) 
YKPIRA = CYl A(l) 
JKPIRB = CJlB(l) 
YKP1RB = CY1B(1) 
DJKP1RA = -CJ1A(2) 
DYKP1RA = -CY1A(2) 
DJKP1RB = -CJ1B(2) 
DYKP1RB = -CY1B(2) 
V H1KP2RB = CJ2B(1) + J*CY2B(1) 
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H2KP2RB = CJ2B(1) - J*CY2B(1) 
H1KP2RC = CJ2C(1) + J*CY2C(1) 
H2KP2RC = CJ2C(1) - J*CY2C(1) 
DH1KP2RB = -CJ2B(2) - J*CY2B(2) 
DH2KP2RB = -CJ2B(2) + J*CY2B(2) 
DH1KP2RC = -CJ2C(2) - J*CY2C(2) 




H2KPoRC = CJOC(KNl) - J*CYOC(KNl) 
DH2KPoRC = CJOC(KN) - J*CYOC(KN) - KN/KPoRC*H2KPoRC 
JKP3RG = CJ3G(KN1) 
YKP3RG = CY3G(KN1) 
JKP3RA = CJ3A(KN1) 
YKP3RA = CY3A(KN1) 
DJKP3RG = CJ3G(KN) - KN/KP3RG*JKP3RG 
DYKP3RG = CY3G(KN) - KN/KP3RG*YKP3RG 
DJKP3RA = a3A(KN) - KN/KP3RA*JKP3RA 
DYKP3RA = CY3A(KN) - KN/KP3RA*YKP3RA 
JKPlRA = a i A ( K N l ) 
YKPIRA = CY1A(KN1) 
JKP1RB = CJ1B(KN1) 
YKPIRB = CY1B(KN1) 
DJKPIRA = a iA(KN) - KN/KP1RA*JKP1RA 
DYKPIRA = CY1A(KN) - KN/KPIRA*YKPIRA 
DJKPIRB = CJ1B(KN) - KN/KP1RB»JKP1RB 
DYKPIRB = CY1B(KN) - KN/KPIRB*YKPIRB 
H1KP2RB = a2B(KNl) + J*CY2B(KN1) 
H2KP2RB = CJ2B(KN1) - J*CY2B(KN1) 
H1KP2RC = a2C(KNl) + J*CY2C(KN1) 
H2KP2RC = CJ2C(KN1) - J*CY2C(KN1) 
DH1KP2RB = CJ2B(KN) + PCY2B(KN) - KN/KP2RB*H1KP2RB 
DH2KP2RB = a2B(KN) - J*CY2B(KN) - KN/KP2RB*H2KP2RB 
DH1KP2RC = CJ2C(KN) + J*CY2C(KN) - KN/KP2RC*H1KP2RC 




C To avoid overflow, they are absoibed into the equations 
C of KTM,DKTM,KTE,DKTE 
C (HI A DH1A) are large for large kz 
C (H2A,DH2A) are very small for large kz 
C ATE = DH1A/DH2A 
C ATM = H1A/H2A 
C 
121 KTM= H1KP2RC - (H1KP2RB*H2KP2RC)/H2KP2RB 
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DKTM = DH1KP2RC - (H1KP2RB*DH2KP2RC)/H2KP2RB 
KTE = H1KP2RC - (DHlKP2RB*H2KP2RC)/DH2KP2RB 
DKTE = DH1KP2RC - (DH1 KP2RB*DH2KP2RQ/DH2KP2RB 
KAE = ER2*KPo**2*(H2KPoRC/KTM)/(KP2**2) 
KCE = KN*KZ*(H2KPoRC/DKTE)*Ko**2*(ER2- l)/(J*OMEGA*Eo*RC*KP2* •S) 
KCF = KPo*(DH2KPoRC/DKTE)/KP2 
A l l =KPo**2*H2KPoRC/(J*OMEGA*Eo) 
B l l = KAE*DKTM*KP2-KPo*DH2KPoRC 
1 -KN*KZ*KTE*KCE/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RC) 
B12 = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RC)*(H2KPoRC-KCF*KTE) 
B21 =KP2**2*KCE*KTE/(J*OMEGA*Uo) 
B22 = (KP2**2*KCF*KTE-KPo**2*H2KPoRQ/(J*OMEGA*Uo) 
DETER = B11*B22 - B21*B12 




DKTMRB = DH1KP2RB - (H1KP2RB*DH2KP2RB)/H2KP2RB 
KTERB=H1KP2RB - (DH1KP2RB*H2KP2RB)/DH2KP2RB 
C 
C To avoid overflow, the function is divided by DETER first 
C YA converge rapid so higher teims are ignored 
C 
IF ((RA .LE. 0.015) .AND. (KN .GT. 9) ) THEN 
GPHIZ = 0 
GOTO 333 
ENDIF 
GPHIZ = -KP2*B22*(KAE/DETER)*DKTMRB 
1 + KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RB)*KTERB 
1 *( B22*(KCE/DETER)-B21*(KCF/DETER)) 
c 
C G-Z-PHI 
C the functions KTE,KTM,DKTE,DKTM are identical to those used in GZZ 
C 
333 B T M = J * O M E G A * E O * E R 2 / ( K P 2 * * 2 * H 2 K P 2 R B ) 
BTE = -KN*KZ/(RB*KP2**3*DH2KP2RB) 
ZEo = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Eo*RC) 
ZE2 = ZEo/ER2 
ZMU = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RC) 
GAMMA TE = DKTE/KTE 
GAMMA_TM = DKTM/KTM 
A l l = ZEo*H2KPoRC*(l-ER2)*Ko**2/KP2**2 
A12 = KPO*(KPO/KP2*GAMMA_TE*H2KPORC - DH2KPoRC) 
A l l = KPo*(ER2*KPo/KP2*GAMMA_TM*H2KPoRC - DH2KPoRC) 
A22 = ZMU*H2KPoRC*(ER2-l)»Ko**2/KP2**2 
D1 = KP2*BTEN GAMMA_TE*H2KP2RC - DH2KP2RC ) 
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D2 = KP2*BTM*( GAMMA_TM*H2KP2RC - DH2KP2RC ) 





AL_1 = JKP3RG/YKP3RG 
AL_2 = DJKP3RG/DYKP3RG 
KAl = JKP3RA - AL_1*YKP3RA 
KA2 = JKP3RA - AL_2*YKP3RA 
DKAl = DJKP3RA - AL_1*DYKP3RA 
DKA2 = DJKP3RA - AL_2*DYKP3RA 
AL_A = JKPIRB/YKPIRB 
BL_A = J*OMEGA*Eo*ERl/(KPl**2*YKPlRB) 
AL_B = DJKPIRB/DYKPIRB 
BL_B = -KN*KZ/(RB*KP1**3*DYKP1RB) 
KA = JKPIRA - AL_A*YKP1RA 
DKA = DJKPIRA - AL_A*DYKP1RA 
KB = JKPIRA - AL_B*YKP1RA 
DKB = DJKPIRA - AL_B*DYKP1RA 
ZEo = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Eo*RA) 
ZEl = ZEo/ERl 
ZMU = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RA) 
GAMMA1=DKA1/KA1 
GAMMA2 = DKA2/KA2 
A l l =ZEl*KA*(ERl-ER3)*Ko**2/KP3**2 
A12 = KP1*(KP1/KP3*GAMMA2*KB - DKB) 
A 2 1 = -KPL * (KP1/KP3*GAMMA1 *ER3/ER1 *KA - D K A ) 
A22 = ZMU*KB*(ERl-ER3)*Ko**2/KP3**2 
D1 = (ERl-ER3)*Ko**2/KP3**2*ZEl*BL_A*YKPlRA 
1 + KP1*BL_B*( KP1/KP3*GAMMA2*YKP1RA - DYKPIRA) 
D 2 = - K P 1 * B L _ A * ( K P 1 / K P 3 * G A M M A 1 * E R 3 / E R 1 * Y K P 1 R A - D Y K P I R A ) 
1 + (ERl-ER3)*Ko**2/KP3**2*ZMU*BL_B*YKPlRA 
DETER = A11*A22 - A12*A21 
PI = (A22*D1 - A12*D2)/DETER 
P2 = (-A21*D1 + A11*D2)/DETER 
GPfflPHIl = -KP1*( P1*(DJKP1RB-AL_A*DYKP1RB)-BL_A*DYKP1RB ) 
1 + KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RB) 




BTM = J*OMEGA*EO*ER2/(KP2**2*H2KP2RB) 
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BTE = -KN*KZ/(RB*KP2* *3*DH2KP2RB) 
ZEo = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Eo*RC) 
ZE2 = ZE0/ER2 
ZMU = KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RC) 
GAMMA_TE = DKTE/KTE 
GAMMA-TM = DKTM/KTM 
A l l = ZEo*H2KPoRC* (l-ER2)*Ko**2/KP2**2 
A12 = KPo*(KPo/KP2*GAMMA_TE*H2KPoRC - DH2KPoRC) 
A21 = KPo*(ER2*KPo/KP2*GAMMA_TM*H2KPoRC - DH2KPoRC) 
A22 = ZMU*H2KPoRC*(ER2- l)*Ko**2/KP2**2 
D1 = KP2*BTE*( GAMMA_TE*H2KP2RC - DH2KP2RC ) 
D2 = KP2*BTM*( GAMMA_TM*H2KP2RC - DH2KP2RC) 
PI = (A22*D1-A12*D2)/(A11*A22-A12*A21) 
P2 = (-A21*D1+A22*D2)/(A11*A22-A12*A21) 
FA = ( ER2*KPo**2*Pl*H2KPoRC/KP2**2 - BTM*H2KP2RC) / KTM 
FC = ( KPo**2*P2*H2KPoRC/KP2**2 - BTE*H2KP2RC) / KTE 
DKTMRB = DH1KP2RB - (H1KP2RB*DH2KP2RB)/H2KP2RB 
KTERB = H1KP2RB - (DH1 KP2RB*H2KP2RB)/DH2KP2RB 
GPHIPHI2 = -KP2 * (FA*DKTMRB+BTM*DH2KP2RB) 
1 + KN*KZ/(J*OMEGA*Uo*RB)*( FC*KTERB+BTE*H2KP2RB) 
C 
C 
Ke = Ko* SQRT((ERl+ER2)/2) 
IF (KN. EQ. 0) THEN 
JZKN = 1 
ELSE 
JZKN = SIN(KN*PHI_WP/2)/(KN*PHI_WP/2) 
ENDIF 
EZKN = 2*Ke*RB*( COS(Ke*PHI_LA*RB/2) - COS(KN*PHI_LA/2)) I 
1 ( ( KN**2 - (Ke*RB)**2) * SIN(Ke*PHI_LA*RB/2)) 
IF (KN .EQ. 0) THEN 
DO N1 = 1,NMODE 
VMKN(N1) = VMKN(N1) + GZPHI*JZKN*EZKN 
YAIKN(N1) = YAIKN(N1) + GPHIZ*JZKN*EZKN 
DO N2 = 1,NMODE 
ZMNKN(N1,N2) = ZMNKN(N1,N2) + GZZ*JZKN**2 
END DO 
END DO 
YEIKN = YEIKN + GPHIPHI1*EZKN**2 
YE2KN = YE2KN + GPHIPHI2*EZKN**2 
ELSE 
DO N1 = 1,NMODE 
V M K N ( N 1 ) = V M K N ( N 1 ) + 2*GZPHI*JZKN*EZKN 
YAIKN(N1) = YAIKN(N1) + 2*GPHIZ*JZKN*EZKN 
DO N2= 1,NMODE 
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ZMNKN(N1,N2) =ZMNKN(N1,N2) + 2*GZZ*JZKN**2 
END DO 
END DO 
YEIKN = YEIKN + 2»GPHIPHI 1 *EZKN»*2 
YE2KN = YE2KN + 2*GPHIPHI2*EZKN**2 
ENDIF 
105 CONTINUE 
DONl = l,NMODE 
VM(Nl) = VM(Nl) + Q(JJ+1)* VMKN(N 1)* JZKZ(N1)*EZKZ 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1) + Q(JJ+1)* Y AIKN(N 1)* JZKZ(N 1)*EZKZ 
DO N2=l,NMODE 
ZMN(N1,N2) =ZMN(N1,N2) 
1 + Q(JJ+ 1)*ZMNKN(N 1,N2)* JZKZ(N 1)* JZKZ(N2) 
END DO 
END DO 
YE1=YE1 + Q(JJ+1)* YE1KN*EZKZ**2 
YE2 = YE2 + Q(JJ+1)* YE2KN*EZKZ**2 
END DO 
102 CONTINUE 
DO N1 = l,NMODE 
VM(N1) = VM(N1)*BX 
YAI(N1) = YAI(N1)*BX 
DO N2 = l,NMODE 
ZMN(N1 N2) = ZMN(N1,N2)*BX 
END DO 
END DO 
YE1 = YE1*BX 




CUHK L i b r a r i e s 
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